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10:00 a.m., Lots 1651-2129

British Country Collections

Great Britain

1651 ) Twentieth Century Postal History $2,000
665 covers with a marked retail of $20,025, two boxes of
mostly Edward VII - George VI material, wide variety of
rates, uses, frankings, maritime, much Military-censors,
Stationery and more, excellent retail stock with some quite
scarce items, generally fine to very fine ...... Est. $3,000/3,500

1652 Hm Mint and Used Collection $1,400
On Scott Specialty pages to 1955, 19th Century mostly used
incl. #1-5, 2a, 7, 10, 13, 19, 24, 26-7, 39, 48, 52,-3, 57 plate
2, 60, 70-1, 85-7, 95, 99-103, 106-7, 139, 20th Century
mostly mint incl. #3 (unused), 51, 62, 64a, 66, 80-1, 84, 94,
104-5, 111-22, 127-38, 146-50, 177-8, 183, 249-51A,
309-12, also various Postage Dues, Officials, Offices in
Turkish Empire etc., slight dupl., 19th Century mixed
condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very fine. Scott
$22,000+ (Owner’s) ............................... Est. $2,000/2,500

1653 Hm Intact Collection to 2007 $1,300
In 4 Scott Specialties in mounts to 2007, early used incl. #1
(2), 2, 124 mint, 1924 on mint or used, 1940 on mostly mint
and virtually compl. incl. phosphors, high face, incl. some
back of the book with Dues, Officials, regionals, decent
Offices incl. China, 19th Century mixed condition, 20th
Century mostly fine to very fine ................ Est. $2,000/3,000

1654 ) 19th Century Postal History $1,200
200 with a marked retail of $11, 850, fine mix of stampless
covers, QV stamped covers and Postal Stationery, many
scarce items with better than average quality for the group, a
few British Offices round out the lot, fine to very fine
appearance .............................................. Est. $1,600/1,800

1655 H
H Channel Islands Mint Stock $900

On #102 cards in 4 boxes, all n.h. sets, mostly clean in
alphanumeric order, generally fine to very fine. Scott $8,536 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,200

1656 H Mint Selection of 5 Items Web $400
Consists of PUC £1 n.h. (cat. $1500), 205-206 mint blocks
of 4, #173 o.g., and #86 part o.g., fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

1657 H Mint GVI to QEII Stock 
on #102 Cards $400
In 2 boxes, nearly all mint sets, mostly clean in alphanumeric
order, generally fine to very fine. Scott $4,910  Est. $500/600

1658 H Machin Collection $200
Hundreds in Scott album n.h. up to 5£ value, worth a look,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $300/400

1659 H Collection in Lighthouse Albums $200
Hundreds of mint and used from 1840 to 1984 incl. used #1
and 2 and many other classics, lots of mint face, worth a look,
fine ................................................................ Est. $300/350

1660 Hm Offices and Thematic Collection $200
2 volume (virtually all the value) with one album of Offices
mostly mint and modern G.B., 2nd consisting of Channel
Islands, other 3 albums “Rowland Hill”, and 1977 Jubilee
mint, fine to very fine ...................................... Est. $300/400

1661 H Accumulation in Boxes $200
Two banker boxes filled with thousands of mint and used,
albums, stockbooks, glassines etc., worth a look 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1662 H
H Channel Islands and Isle of Man

Collections $150
N.h., 3 albums of Channel Islands (1 for booklets) and one
Isle album to 2005, incl. regional issues and some Alderney,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $250/350

1663 m Mostly Used $150
In binder, sorted on stockpages starting with the surface
printings, some better mint incl. Victoria incl. SG #207, 3
early covers, mint 1948 Wedding, Seahorses, etc., 19th
Century mixed condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $250/350

1664 ) Cover Correspondence 1921-60 $150
Group of 19 items all addressed to “S.S. Stromberg Esq.
Oakland CA” incl. 1931 registered mixed franking cover
Hazlemere to USA with 10¢ Lindbergh paying U.S. Air
New York to Oakland, six other KGV registered covers,
seven KGVI (incl. three registered) and five QEII
registered, best is 1960 phosphor/graphite cover with 2½d,
3d (2), 4d and 4½d (2) blocks of four (stamps alone cat $330) 
and others, condition mixed, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1665 H 2000’s Group of 40 “Smilers” $130
39 diff., starting Spec. #LS1, missing the few better earlies,
clean, fine to very fine ..................................... Est. $200/300

Australia

1666 H Mint Collection on Pages Web $1,500
Hundreds of mostly mint on hingeless pages running from
1913 to 1976, highlights incl. mint #1-12, many others up to
2£ mint or used (mostly mint) some being Specimens,
appears to be almost complete from 1934 on only missing a
couple, some BOB issues with M1-7 and stockpage with
some blocks and gutters, well worth a look, generally fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $2,500/3,500

1667 H Hoard in 8 Boxes $1,500
Tens of thousand mint and used in 8 bankers boxes, incl. all
time periods in collections, years sets, stockbooks, glassines,
sales pages, also so modern used in quantity, fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $2,000/3,000

1668 ) Australia & States Postal History $1,100
305 with marked retail $11, 1 00, mix of States and National
issues, nice variety with almost all being WWII and earlier,
rates, uses, destinations, Stationery, towns, censors, etc.,
generally fine to very fine .......................... Est. $1,700/2,200
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1669 m Oldtime Classic Collection Web $650
On quadrille pages, mostly used incl. better imperfs, some
potential not counted, strength in NSW (cat. $3600+),
Tasmania (cat. $3300+) with used pairs, Victoria (cat.
$5300) with some back of the book, slight dupl. incl. diff.
cancels not checked, usual mixed condition to fine,
reasonably fresh, questionable not counted in cat. Scott
$17,500 (Owner’s) .................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1670 Hm Mint and Used Collection $400
In 3 Scott binders to 1995, early period mostly used until
1932, virtually all mint and compl. after that, post 1995 to
2003 sporadic, also few Airs, States, fine ......... Est. $600/800

1671 Hm Group With Better $300
Group of a couple hundred with many better items
throughout incl. Roos, noticed mint #52, 55, 126, 218-221,
J7 and J7a, many others with flaws, many used OS and much
more, generally fine to very fine ...................... Est. $500/700

1672 Hm States Accumulation Web $300
Hundreds of mint and used on stockpages and on album
pages noticed New South Wales with many classic imperfs
some in pairs, #73 and B1 and B2, Victoria with B3 and B4
and so much more, worth a look, fine .............. Est. $400/600

1673 m States Sparse Collection $250
In Scott album in mounts mostly used, NSW very sparse,
others with some classics, Victoria scattered mint incl.
1894-96 and 1905-09 sets mint, 19th Century mixed
condition, few 20th Century mostly fine.......... Est. $400/600

1674 H
H Dependencies Mint Collection $200

N.h., in KaBe hingeless album, consists of Norfolk Is.
complete to 1991, Cocos Is. mostly complete to 1991 and
Tokelau Is. complete to 1986, Christmas Is. mostly complete
to 1991, clean lot, very fine, fine to very fine. 2010 Scott
$1,700 ........................................................... Est. $300/400

1675 ) Bermuda Postal History $1,000
300 with marked retail $11,000, variety of items incl.
Stationery, maritime, excellent flights, scarce censors, etc.,
many very nice items, fine stock, generally fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

Canada & Provinces

1676 Hm Dealers Stock Web $2,000
3 sales binders filled with hundreds of better mint and used
running from #14 to 2238, most classics are used the rest is
o.g. with lots of n.h., incl. BOB, marked retails $33, 691,
tapes enclosed, fine, Ex Ice Bear Stock ....... Est. $3,000/4,000

1677 ) Postal History $1,600
470 in a nice holding with all reigns represented, numerous
interesting uses, rates, frankings and destinations, tough to
dupl. with a marked retail of $16, 350, fine to very fine
appearance .............................................. Est. $1,900/2,200

1678 Hm Intact Collection to 2012 Web $1,300
In 4 Scott Specialties in mounts, earlies to 1950’s mostly used
incl. #1, 4 pair, Jubilees compl. mint, 1967 on virtually
complete mint (few used), min. sheets, incl. most of back of
the book with some used, scattered Provinces with better
Newfoundland incl. #C2-3, C12, C18 mint, Dues compl.
mint, high face, 19th Century mixed condition, 20th Century 
mostly fine to very fine .............................. Est. $2,000/3,000

1679 H 1851 to 1967 Mint Collection $1,100
In mounts on pages, value in small Queens, #46-47, 1897
issue complete, 1898-1902 to 20c, decent Admirals, 1928-29 
issue on complete, decent back of the book, Special Delivery
complete, Due sets mint, F1-3, fresh colors throughout,
generally fine to very fine. Scott $21,000 ... Est. $1,500/2,000

1680 H Mint 1868 to 1970 Collection $1,000
Virtually all n.h. (few regummed) in hingeless album,
starting with #21 and with #46, value from 1897-98
Victoria set to 10¢ on, Jubilees to $3, 1898-1902 to 20¢, 1932
on n.h. with back of the book, occasional minor issue, very
fresh collection, fine to very fine lot ........... Est. $1,500/2,000

1681 m Yukon Territory Law Stamp Exhibit Web $650
Few hundred written up on pages with various cancels incl.
some multiples, Van Dam #YL7-YL12, interesting group,
fine to very fine ............................................ Est. $800/1,000

1682 H Mostly Mint Collection in Albums Web $600
Hundreds from 1859 to 2002 in, few early used classics or no
gum then mostly mint to 2002, mint incl. #50-60, 66-73,
74-84, 89-94, 96-103, 1 04-122 (116 used), 1 49-158,
162-177, then appears to be mostly complete to 2002, also
some better Newfoundland, well worth a look, fine 
.................................................................... Est. $800/1,000

1683 Hm Mint and Used Collection $500
In Scott album, earlies used, later mint to 2000, incl.
Tercentenary set mint, large Queens shades, also year sets,
and decent Newfoundland collection (old owners cat. $7700) 
mint or used with complete sets, 19th Century mixed
condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very fine 
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

1684 H
H Select Never Hinged 1920’s Group,

#105/122, E2, J1-3 Web $400
N.h., In small red presentation book, consisting of 1911-25
GV values to $1, J1-3, E2, 50c GV extremely fine,
immaculate and very fine. Scott $1,712 .......... Est. $450/550

1685 Hm Collector’s Accumulation $350
On stockpages in binders or album, somewhat organized,
value in mint incl. better Tercentenary and later values, some
Newfoundland, few earlies used, later blocks, some dupl.
used, generally fine to very fine ....................... Est. $500/750

1686 Hm Collection on Pages $300
Few hundred mostly used with few o.g., from 1852 to 1957
incl. used #4, 60, 96-103, and Large and Small Queens,
mint 58-59 and some BOB issues, fine ........... Est. $400/500

1687 Hm Remainder Collections Mint and Used $200
Mint or used, on pages, many originating from Europe, incl.
earlies used incl. small Queens with hoard of the ½c, Edward 
pl. flaws, pl. blocks, War Tax, OHMS, small collection of
Newfoundland, 19th Century mixed condition, majority
20th Century and mostly fine to very fine ........ Est. $300/400

1688 ) Postal History Collection Web $200
Few hundred mostly commercial in a box and album
running from 1880s to 1970s best items in album with small
Queens on cover, some Special Delivery and a few Provinces, 
well worth a look, fine ..................................... Est. $300/400
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1689 Hm British Columbia & Vancouver Island
Accumulation Web $200
Group with 17 total items #2 to 11 with multiples mixed
mint and used, worth a look ............................ Est. $300/500

1690 Hm Cape of Good Hope Triangles Mint
and Used Web $500
15 singles, 3 pairs, and 1d block of 4, plus 2 fakes, incl. 1d and 
4d “wood blocks”, few with decent margins all round, high
cat., better than normal appearance ............. Est. $750/1,000

1691 H Cyprus Three Mint Sets Web $180
O.g., consisting of 28-37, 61A-71, 89-108, fine to very fine
overall. Scott $905 ......................................... Est. $250/300

1692 H Gibraltar Intact Collection to 2002 Web $350
Mostly mint in Scott album in mounts, later n.h., incl. early
values to 5/-, 1930 on mostly compl. incl. min. sheets, mostly
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $500/750

1693 Hm Hong Kong Accumulation in Box Web $1,000
Hundreds of mint and used 1843 to 1990s, better items
throughout incl. overprints and Offices in China, multiples,
Revenues and some control numbers, unchecked for cancels, 
huge cat. value and well worth inspection, generally fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $1,500/2,000

1694 H Mint Hong Kong Stock Web $300
Stockbook all identified and priced with retails $2576, many
$30 and up items mostly from #219 to 1356a, couple of
better used incl., fine to very fine, Ex Ice Bear Stock 
....................................................................... Est. $500/600

1695 m India and State Accumulation $150
Few hundred mostly used a few mint on album pages,
stockbooks and stockpages, many States items, worth a look,
fine ................................................................ Est. $200/300

Ireland

1696 ) Postal Stationery $1,100
340 items of mint and used Irish Stationery, mint is quite
clean while the used covers a wide variety of issues and uses,
many quite scare with a marked retail of $11, 800, fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,400/1,600

1697 ) QV Era Cover Lot $900
220 with good variety of towns, frankings, uses, destinations,
etc., many scare and desirable items, marked retail of $9500,
fine .......................................................... Est. $1,400/1,700

1698 ) Stampless Postal History $900
200 with wide variety of rates, mileage marks, towns, paid
marks and more, many quite scare items, marked retail of
$10, 500, fine to very fine appearance ....... Est. $1,300/1,800

1699 ) Twentieth Century Postal History $500
Small group of 155 items with a marked retail of $5000, some 
very interesting and scarce items, mostly from World War II
or earlier., good variety, generally fine to very fine 
.................................................................... Est. $700/1,000

1700 H Intact Collection to 2005 Web $400
In 2 Scott albums with mounts, virtually all mint with 1922
Seahorse set, other Seahorses to 10/-, 1937 Watermark set,
1943 on virtually compl. with later n.h. incl. min. sheets,
booklets, fine to very fine ................................ Est. $600/800

1701 ) Philatelic Political Miscellany $100
Over 250 items, modern lot with good group of 1975-1988
Sinn Fein/IRA covers, philatelic but scarce, second group of
modern Irish political labels and covers, clean, generally fine
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $150/250

1702 Hm Malayan States Mint and Used $200
On pages, some originating from Europe, value in early
period mostly used, incl. Postal Union, Johore, Kelantan,
Straits, etc., fine overall .................................. Est. $300/400

1703 Hm Malayan States - Perak Collection $170
About 100 mint and used mounted on pages running from
1880 to 1957 with some better items, worth a look, generally
fine. Scott $2,000+ (Owner’s) ...................... Est. $220/300

1704 H Malta Intact Collection to 2005 Web $350
Mostly mint with few earlies used, in Scott album in mounts,
mid 1920’s on mostly mint with later n.h., incl. values to 10/-,
1943 on virtually compl. incl. min. sheets, mostly fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $500/750

1705 Hm Mauritius Collection on Pages Web $250
Nice collection of mint and used running from 1940 to 1977,
classics to about 1940 mixed mint and used and mint from
there on, better throughout, fine to very fine ... Est. $400/500

1706 ) New Zealand Postal History $450
160 mostly 20th Century pre- WWII material, wide variety
of uses, frankings, towns, censorship, etc. with numerous
better items, over $5000 marked retail, fine .... Est. $600/800

1707 Hm New Zealand Accumulation $150
Two bankers boxes fill with mint and used stamps from all
time periods, nothing rare but useful if you take the time to go 
thru this, generally fine to very fine ................. Est. $250/300

1708 H Palestine Mint Collection Web $100
About 100 o.g. from 1918 to 1945 incl. 15-25, 62-84, fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $150/200

1709 ) Pitcairn Islands 1930 to 1938 Covers Web $425
17, one with G.B. adhesives, also to N.Z., U.S., England,
one signed Alta Christian, seldom seen, clean . Est. $600/700

1710 ) South African Postal History $900
294 with marked retail $9350, impressive group primarily
from the 1920s to 1950s, very strong WWII era with many
scarce and rare censorship, many Ex Chris Miller, rates
destinations, uses abound, fine to very fine .. Est. $1,200/1,500

Commonwealth Collections

1711 H Extensive Mint Asia Collection Web $5,500
In Scott album to 1956’s with scattered used, incl. G.B.
Offices in China, incl. “a” numbers, strong Malaysian States
with some Japanese Occupation incl. some signed Rowell,
some reportedly expertised by BPA years ago, nice variety of
complete sets, Burma incl. SGO1-14, J53c, J60a, Hong
Kong starting 1882 issue, with some used with better cancels, 
better Straits Settlements, incl. 1942 Occupation proofs,
Johore with complete sets, good North Borneo with perf
vars., complete sets, overprint and perf vars., Semis, Dues,
Sarawak with many complete sets, and Singapore, very nice
collection throughout ............................. Est. $7,500/10,000
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1712 H Africa Extensive Mint Collection Web $5,000
In Scott album to 1950’s with few “a” numbers, some classics
used, with occasional Specimens, Ascension 2nd issue on
complete, nice Bechuanaland, Cape triangles better than
normally seen, also Egypt, better Gambia with shades,
Lagos, Mauritius mostly 1880s on, reasonable New
Republic, Nigeria basically complete, Rhodesia with Double
Heads through the £1 plus vars., Admirals to £1 mint, St.
Helena 1890 on mostly complete, and Seychelles mostly
complete, 19th Century slightly mixed condition, 20th
Century mostly fine to very fine, same owner as with the Asia
British collection ....................................... Est. $7,500/10,000

1713 H
HH George VI and QEII Mint Collection $3,500

Mounted in order in two stockbooks with early QEII sets
only, all in complete sets, n.h. to o.g., fresh throughout, incl. a 
few “A” numbers incl. Ascension, Bermuda key plates, all
identified and noted as to hinging with accompanying
inventory sheet, cat. based on reduction by ½ of cat. where no
pricing for hinged in n.h. period, clean, fine to very fine. Scott 
$22,000 (adjusted for hinging) ................ Est. $4,000/6,000

1714 Hm High Value Accumulation in Box Web $3,000
Thousands of mint and used (lots of mint) with many $100
and up sets and singles in stockbooks., albums glassines and
on sales sheets, noticed Cape of Good Hope Triangles, GVI
to QEII sets mint and used, many varieties from many
different countries, India States collection, many thousands
dollars cat. value and much to be found, take time to inspect
this one, generally fine to very fine ............ Est. $5,000/7,000

1715 m G.B. and Commonwealth Stock $2,500
Priced retail stock with marked retails $22, 700 of mostly
specialist items to incl. cancels (wide hand-picked variety
with excellent Gold Coast, GB Used Abroad, Bermuda,
Hong Kong Treaty Ports, etc.), Revenues and fiscal uses,
Specimens, etc., well written up with many scarce items,
generally fine to very fine .......................... Est. $3,500/4,000

1716 Hm British Africa Collection Web $2,500
Two well filled Scott albums with mint and used running
from 1800s to about the mid 1960’s incl. many better sets and
singles, many better mint KGV and KGVI sets and singles,
many items cat. in the $200 to $300 range incl. pound values,
Cape of Good Hope with many triangles, better QEII sets,
most modern is n.h. and notice a Sierra Leone #C7 with cert, 
great lot for expansion or breakdown for retail sales, huge cat. 
value, well worth a look, generally fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $3,500/5,000

1717 Hm Extensive War Tax Collection Web $2,000
In two volumes on homemade pages, mint and used (3 items
removed for Exercising) otherwise intact, all countries
represented incl. better varieties, Specimens, mint and
occasional dupl. used, multiples, better Canada, inventory
incl., very fresh throughout of this popular area, fine to very
fine. Scott approximately $15,000 ............ Est. $3,000/4,000

1718 Hm Hoard in Box $1,500
Thousands of mint and used in over 20 boxes of glassines,
running from classics to about 1960s, noticed many better
items throughout with varieties and complete sets, worth a
look, generally fine to very fine ................. Est. $2,000/3,000

1719 Hm Estate Accumulation in 9 Boxes $1,000
Tens of thousands mint and used from all time periods in
albums, stockbooks, glassines, #102 cards and on sales
sheet, better items throughout with many items seen up $100, 
great lot for breakdown in red boxes or internet sales, well
worth the time to look ............................... Est. $1,500/2,000

1720 H Mint and Used Stock $1,000
Mostly 20th Century on #102 cards in 4 boxes, dupl., many
complete sets, mint n.h. to o.g., mostly in alphanumeric
order, clean, generally fine to very fine. Scott $9,841 
................................................................. Est. $1,200/1,400

1721 Hm Dealers Stock in Sales Books Web $700
Hundreds of mint and used in 23 sales books mostly from
1930 to 1960s incl. many better items on book is full of Hong
Kong, one with varieties from many different countries and
much more, many $100 plus items throughout, please
inspect, generally fine to very fine ............. Est. $1,000/1,500

1722 H Africa Intact Collection $650
Sparse mostly mint with scattered earlies mint or used in 3
Scott albums in mounts, up to 1980’s where applicable,
Tristan compl. to 1987, better Basutoland, generally fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $1,000/1,500

1723 H A-B Countries Mint $500
Oldtime collection on blank pages to 1981, later in mounts,
mostly 1950’s on, with later complete sets, Bahamas with
QEII sets, Better Honduras, some earlier Bermuda and also
bey pl. shades, etc., fine to very fine overall ... Est. $750/1,000

1724 Hm British America, Hong Kong, and
Cyprus Collections $500
Mint or used, in 3 Scott Specialties in mounts, incl. better
Dominica with 1923 set compl. min to £1, Hong Kong
mostly used with classics to 1995, Cyprus with some classics
used, mostly mint from 1948 to 1986, 19th Century mixed
condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very fine 
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

1725 H Mostly Mint Collector’s Accumulation $500
In numerous binders on stockpages in 3 banker boxes,
somewhat sorted by countries, mostly mint with strength in
QEII sets but incl. some earlier with occasional classics like
Hong Kong, scattered Antigua in Scott album, G.B., etc.,
minor dupl., occasional better items, generally fine to very
fine ............................................................. Est. $750/1,000

1726 H Bahamas, Bermuda, and Turks &
Caicos Collections $450
In separate albums, Bermuda scattered mint to GV but incl.
12/6 1st printing, later compl. issues to 1980, Bahamas with
1912-19 GV set complete along with later issues to 1982,
Turks & Caicos scattered earlies, GVI virtually complete to
1984, mostly fine to very fine .......................... Est. $600/800

1727 H) Accumulation in Three Boxes $400
Thousands of mint and used in three banker boxes, mostly
collection remnants but better items to be found noted G.B.
collection with couple #1s, 108 Specimen, a couple of
Canada with better classics some better mint items and
booklets, Hong Kong with better issues incl. #60 mint, 66
mint and used, and other overprints, stockbook with
Basutoland 1-10 mint and much more to be found, generally
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $600/900
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1728 Hm Australia and Worldwide 
Collection in Box $400
Thousands of mint and used in various formats incl.
collection of Australia from 1913 to 1965 and fairly complete
for period incl. Roos to 2£ used, stockbook of #132 to 844
with mint and used with stated Australia cat of $7800, two
boxes of off paper in quantity and a well filled Centurion
album with Worldwide, huge value and worth a close look 
....................................................................... Est. $600/700

1729 Hm Malayan Area Remainder Collections $350
Mint or used in album to 1960 reasonably full, Singapore in
album to 1990’s, slightly dupl. stockbook with earlier North
Borneo, Labuan on pages, two three-ring binders, all value
in 1900 to 1950’s period, needs some organizing but value
throughout, generally fine to very fine ............ Est. $500/750

1730 Hm 5 Volume Scott Specialty $300
One album virtually empty, others scattered to 1950’s mint
or used, scattered better Asia mint or used, value in 1900 to
1940’s period, mostly fine to very fine ............. Est. $400/600

1731 Hm Commonwealth and Canada Group $250
Remainder collections in stockbooks, on pages, Canada and
Provinces in Scott album, and identified on old sales cards,
incl. Bahamas, 1937, 1946 Coronation, used Capes, n.h.
Antarctic Territory, etc., mostly 20th Century, generally fine
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $400/600

1732 Hm 4 Volume Scott Specialties $250
1st Grenada 1970-1982 compl. mint, 2nd used G.B. and
New Zealand; 3rd. Channel Islands mint and St. Helena
used, 4th Bahamas, Barbados, and Bermuda, generally fine
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $400/600

1733 H Mint Country Balances $200
In 7 small albums or on group of homemade pages, mostly
collections QEII period, plus small mint group of New
Zealand on stockcards, etc., clean group, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1734 Hm Accumulation on Stockpages $200
19th & 20th Century mint and used accumulation on old
stockpages, album pages and a stockbook, a little bit of
everything from all regions incl. some G.B., Australia and
area, Carribean and Africa, generally fine ....... Est. $300/400

1735 Hm Remainder Collections $200
Incl. interesting New Zealand GVI regular issue incl. coil #
gutter pairs, and Revenue (few hundred with Social
Security) collection studies, older country mostly used, some
mint omnibus, mint Ireland, early Bermuda, etc., fine lot 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1736 H Pacific Islands Collections $200
Mostly mint collections of Nauru, Papua New Guinea,
Samoa and some Fiji, in 8 albums with some hingeless and
lots of n.h., majority of the value is in mostly complete 1970s
to early 1990s, many topical issues and some better items
throughout .................................................... Est. $300/400

1737 H
H Mint Australia, New Zealand and G.B. $200

N.h., In Hingeless albums, New Zealand 1990 to 2002,
Australia 1980 to 2002 and G.B. 1990 to 2002, almost all are
complete n.h. in albums, great for expansion, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $300/500

1738 H Four Volume Collection 
and Accumulation $200
19th & 20th Century mint and used neatly arranged in four
well-filled stockbooks incl. approx. 20+ “S-T” countries,
most of later mint is n.h., good value throughout, worth
inspection, generally fine to very fine .............. Est. $300/400

1739 H 1935 Silver Jubilees Complete Web $200
O.g., fine to very fine. SG £1,400 ................... Est. $300/400

1740 H 1948 Silver Wedding Complete Web $200
O.g., complete and fresh, fine to very fine. SG £2,250 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1741 H Revenue Group of 1322 $200
In stockbook, incl. India (921), Cape of Good Hope (103),
Hong Kong (125), and Southern Africa (173), slight dupl.,
fine overall ..................................................... Est. $250/350

1742 Hm Collection Group $150
Mint and used country collections in six albums, incl.
Australia, Canada incl. a pre-cancel collection, Malawi, New 
Zealand and Pakistan, generally fine .............. Est. $250/350

1743 Hm Accumulation in Box $150
Thousand of mint and used in banker box, best being
Canada with some better mint Special Delivery, Silver
Jubilee issues and some G.B. modern and Australia, close
inspection will uncover other items, worth a look 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1744 m 1935 Jubilees Used $150
Only missing two sets to be complete, nice group, couple
with some bleeding issues, hard to assemble, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $200/300

1745 H 1948 Silver Wedding, 1949 UPU
Complete $150
O.g complete set of Silver Wedding with a couple extra,
UPU set complete o.g., generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1746 Hm Group of Varieties $150
Small group of mostly mint on pages incl. perf varieties etc.
noticed items up to 50£ incl. Gibraltar perf varieties, fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $200/300

Foreign Country Collections

1747 P r Argentina 1899 and Later Proof
Group Web $2,700
Consists of few hundred 1892 Issue in blocks of 4, 1899
Issues, 1912 Agriculture composite proofs, 1917 San Martin 
and other early issues, with large Dies sunken, blocks of 4,
etc., never seen in this quantity before by us, some typical
toning issues, fine group .......................... Est. $3,000/3,500

1748 H Argentina Proofs and Essays Web $300
402 incl. color trials on card and various types of paper, in
both issued and unissued colors, with a wide range of shades
and some modest dupl., some imperforate pairs and blocks,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $400/500
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Austria

1749 ) Area Postal History $900
265 with marked retail $9050, a much better than average
group with Austria, Offices and some Bosnia &
Herzegovina, good variety with Military, Stationery, uses,
destinations, etc., fine to very fine ............. Est. $1,100/1,300

1750 Hm Mostly Complete Collection $650
Mint or used in 2 Scott albums in mounts to 2004, classics to
1930 mint or used, virtually compl. mint after that with later
n.h., Semis compl. except few items incl. Renner sheets, Airs
compl. mint, Dues virtually compl. mint or used, some
Military, decent Offices, etc., few 19th Century mixed
condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1751 H Classic Group Web $600
Few hundred on pages, value in the imperfs with various
cancels incl. Lombardy-Venetia, also Newspapers, Dues
mint or used, few overseas cancels, etc., oldtime lot 
....................................................................... Est. $650/800

1752 ) Large Cover Accumulation $300
Couple hundred Austrian WWI-era (and earlier) postcards,
Feldpost, and photographs and few hundred Austrian
covers, postcards, and documents from before, after, during,
and between both world wars, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $500/600

1753 H
H Never Hinged Group Web $300

Blocks of 4 some are marginal incl., #B260-271, B273-277,
B281-285, C54-60 and marginal blocks of 8 of #599-603,
very clean, very fine. Scott $2,972 (Owner’s) .. Est. $400/600

1754 Hm Belgium Railway Stamp Collection Web $300
Mounted on pages from 1879 to 1976 and appears complete
for the period, tape enclosed with only mint cataloged, fine to
very fine. Scott $3,877 ++ (Owner’s) ........... Est. $400/600

1755 H
H Belgium Mint Accumulation of Blocks

and Souvenir Sheets $200
Many hundreds mostly n.h., from 1920’s to 1980’s incl.
some better Semi-postal issues, worth a close look, fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $300/400

1756 H Bolivia Airmail Group Web $150
O.g. to n.h. incl. C11, C14, C15, C16, C18, C24-27 with
C25 being the a variety, generally fine to very fine, most
signed A Roig. Scott $715 .............................. Est. $200/250

China

1757 H Formosa and Taiwan Mint Collection $1,800
In Minkus album to 1988, with few early Formosa and early
Taiwan used, incl. few imperfs, better sheets, few earlier sets
hinged, virtually compl. from 1953 on, fine to very fine. 2006
Scott $6,000 (Owner’s) ............................ Est. $2,300/2,700

1758 H 1940’s-50’s China and Taiwan Web $1,400
Oldtime mint collection on pages, starting #1012-1024 set,
and incl. #1041, 1091a exploded folder, 1095a without
folder, early imperf better sets, incl. Provinces with Sinkiang
1-16, C5-12 set in red and black, Yunnan with used on
pieces, four 1940’s surcharge errors in positional blocks,
Parcel Post with Q4-5, etc., worth close inspection, fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $2,000/3,000

1759 Hm 6 Binder Unpicked Collection Web $1,400
Mint and used, incl. album PRC 1950-1978, 3 albums ROC 
1950-1978, 1 album Imperial period to 1949, last mixture
older, ROC, and PRC, incl. PRC in Minkus album with
reprints and earlier period mostly used complete sets, 1960
and later mixed n.h. and used incl. #506-517, 518-522,
542-559 n.h., 798a strip of 3, 2nd album to 1996 mostly
complete; Taiwan in Scott album reasonably complete with
earlies used, 1960 to 1977 mostly complete mint or used with
a few sets cat. $100+, 2nd album scattered mint to 1996, last
Scott album with scattered Imperial with 1945 to 1949
reasonably complete and with some back of the book, mostly
fine to very fine ......................................... Est. $2,000/3,000

1760 m Oldtime Used Accumulation $500
Many hundreds somewhat identified in glassines, mostly
Imperial period through 1950’s mostly, incl. some PRC,
completely unchecked for better items, cancels, etc., needs
inspection, fine overall ................................ Est. $750/1,000

1761 Hm All Areas Mint and Used Accumulation $500
Banker box filled with thousands in albums, stockbooks,
album pages, etc. with mostly old China starting with coiling
dragons, junks, etc with Provinces incl Taiwan plus Japanese 
Occupation, PRC Liberated Areas and some interesting
covers, please inspect ..................................... Est. $700/900

1762 H 1910 Missionary Usages Web $400
5 similar cards with Paoting March dates on 1908 1c postal
cards from Peking to Missionary Mrs or Rev H.P. Perkins in
Paoting-fu, all with notes or long messages, incl. from Peking,
Tungchau docketed 5/11/09, and Lintsing(sho) Oct 26/09,
one with corner crease, otherwise fine to very fine, one of same
correspondence realized $213 on Ebay .................. Est. $600/800

1763 Hm Another Unsorted Accumulation $400
Mint and used in ½ full banker box, accumulated over many
years, in glassines, on pages, in stockbook, all periods incl.
PRC, some identified, some not, also needs inspection, fine
overall ............................................................ Est. $600/800

1764 Hm Huge Accumulation With PRC $350
Thousands in two bankers boxes with mint and used running 
all time periods and incl. PRC, unchecked for cancels and
types, noticed PRC year sets 1984-1994 less 1988, worth a
look, generally fine to very fine ....................... Est. $500/700

1765 Hm Accumulation on Pages Web $300
Over 100 mint and used on pages with many better items
incl. Dragons and Shanghai, nice group ......... Est. $400/600

1766 Hm 1882 1ca, 1883 5ca 
Large Dragons, #4, 9 Web $200
#4 o.g (h.r.), #9 used pulled perf at top, otherwise fine to
very fine. Scott $1,350 .................................... Est. $300/400

1767 H Accumulation Including PRC $200
In box, hundreds in various formats of mint and used, in
stockbooks, album and loose, few better CTO sets in album
and a couple of better booklets and singles, few FDcs, also
noted some Manchukuo, worth a look, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1768 Hm Small Classic Group Web $200
Mint and used on Scott pages, incl. #10 o.g., to 1930,
scattered better in group, inspect, mostly fine or better 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400
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1769 Hm Small Group in Glassines $150
Mostly PRC extracted from a low-end glassine
accumulation, mostly used but found n.h. 1970’s group of
PRC with #1067-1075 (1072-74 in the strip of 3),
1084-1089, etc., few back of the book, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $250/350

1770 Hm Accumulation With PRC $150
Few hundred mint and used on stockpages and glassines
with both ROC and PRC, noted PRC #767-781 and more,
worth a look, generally fine to very fine ........... Est. $200/300

1771 H Small Early Accumulation Web $150
38 used from 1897 to 1900 incl. #78, 80 (3) all with faults,
and overprint issues, fine ................................ Est. $200/300

1772 H Japanese Occupation Collection $140
Mostly mint with few used on pages, incl. few Malaysian
States, Japan Offices, etc., generally fine to very fine. Scott
$1,300+ ........................................................ Est. $200/300

China (People’s Republic)

1773 H Mostly Mint Collection $1,600
Mostly n.h. in Kabe stockbook loaded with better sets, incl.
#639-46, 1104-7, 1557-72, 1788-9 (sheets of 16), 1840-43
(set plus blocks of four) and later 1980s blocks of four, some
used incl. #542-59, 716-31, 767-81 (2), 798b (2) etc., fresh,
overall very fine ........................................ Est. $2,000/3,000

1774 H
H Mint Accumulation $700

Hundreds mostly n.h. in 7 albums or stockbooks running
mostly from the 1980s to 1990s incl. souvenir sheets, a few
used and earlier items well worth a look, fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,100

1775 H Balance of Oldtime Mint Collection Web $650
1950’s with early “imperf” sets (trimmed down?) incl. C1-5,
incl. #M1, Liberated Areas incl. Yang #EC345-350,
EC342 var. horiz. pair, imperf between, NC17b, 20a, 24a,
NWL13, also Scott 1L44a, fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1776 H
H 2 Binders of Priced Mint $350

N.h., older priced repriced for regular issues, “1L” numbers
not repriced, most value in complete sets, incl. few early
reprints, min. sheets, clean, overall very fine. 2015 Scott
$2,080 ++ ................................................... Est. $500/700

1777 (H) r Liberated Areas 1947 Sheetlets,
#1L36a, 1L44a Web $200
Ungummed, sound, very fine. Scott $850 ...... Est. $300/350

1778 H Columbia Scadta Collection Web $500
174 SCADTA Airmail issues o.g. to n.h. largely complete
selection of 128 different from 1923 to 1927 Berlin overprint
issues incl. Registration overprints and 1929 General issue
set less 3 peso, the lower values in blocks of 4, some have
slight gum disturbance, numerous with Exercising marks.
SG £5,158 (Owner’s) ................................. Est. $700/1,000

1779 ) Czechoslovakia Cover Collection $150
Interwar and WWII Occupation period covers and stamps
on pieces, interesting material, worth a look .... Est. $200/300

Denmark

1780 Hm Dealer Stock Web $6,000
3 sales binders filled with hundreds of better mint and used
running from #1 to 1166, few classics mostly used the vast
majority of the rest is o.g. to n.h. most being better $50 and up 
items incl. blocks of 4, tete-beche pairs, gutter pairs and
varieties, incl. BOB, most also have Facit numbers, marked
retails $96,072, tapes enclosed, fine to very fine, Ex Ice Bear
Stock ....................................................... Est. $9,000/11,000

1781 H
H Dealer’s Red Box Stock $2,000

6 red boxes of mint (mostly n.h.) and used, incl. booklets, pl.
blocks and singles to about 2014 all identified and ready for
sale, incl. DWI, marked retail $33, 255, tapes enclosed, fine
to very fine, Ex Ice Bear Stock .................... Est. $3,000/4,000

1782 Hm Intact Collection to 2012 Web $1,100
In 2 Lighthouse albums in mounts, scattered 19th Century
mostly used but incl. #6 mint, 138-144, also #1 used (4 nice
margins), 10, few shades, 20th Century mint and used from
1938 on, 1941 on virtually compl. mostly mint, incl. sheetlets, 
later booklets, Semis compl., Airs mint, etc., 19th Century
better than normal condition, 20th Century mostly fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $1,500/2,000

1783 Hm Intact Collection to 2013 Web $650
In 3 Lighthouse albums in mounts, scattered 19th Century
mostly used, 1900 on mostly compl. used to 1963, mostly n.h. 
after that incl. sheetlets, some Officials, 19th Century mixed
condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1784 Hm Advertising Pairs Stock Web $300
58 total items with retails of $3390 mixed mint and used, all
are identified and priced on retail cards, great lot for the
specialist, worth a look, Ex Ice Bear Stock ........ Est. $500/600

1785 H) Christmas Seals Exhibit Web $200
48 page exhibit starting with 1904 issue and incl. covers
showing seals tied, few blocks, few later progressive proofs, to 
1993, virtually all value in early period ............ Est. $300/400

1786 Hm Egypt Collection 1867-1966 $200
Mint and used collection in a well-filled Minkus album,
mint mostly in mounts, U.A.R. period fairly complete incl.
Palestine issues for Gaza, some souvenir sheets, Airmails,
Postage Dues, Officials etc., good basic collection to build
on, fine to very fine ......................................... Est. $250/350

1787 H Egypt Part Sheet and Sheet
Accumulation $150
In mint sheet album, few better singles and S.S. in quantity
from 60s and 70s with a cat. value of $2375, tape enclosed,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $200/250

1788 H
H Faroes Complete to 2014 Web $350

N.h., except #1 o.g., 2-5 used, also Facit #1 used on piece
with bisect, incl. all booklets (we think), sheetlets, etc., fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $500/750

1789 H Faroes Dealers Red Box Stock $270
Hundreds of #102 cards of mint (mostly n.h.) and used to
about 2014 all identified and ready for sale, marked retail
$4,441, tapes enclosed, fine to very fine, Ex Ice Bear Stock 
....................................................................... Est. $400/500
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1790 Hm Finland Dealers Stock Web $2,500
2 sales binders and sales cards filled with hundreds of better
mint and used running from #1 to 1362, most being better
$50 and up items incl. blocks of 4 and varieties lots of n.h.,
incl. BOB, most also have Facit numbers, marked retails
$38, 661, tapes enclosed, generally fine to very fine, Ex Ice
Bear Stock ................................................. Est. $3,500/4,500

1791 H Finland and Aland Deals Red Box Stock $1,500
3 red boxes of mint (mostly n.h.) and used, incl. booklets, pl.
blocks and singles to about 2014 all identified and ready for
sale, marked retail $23, 394, tapes enclosed, fine to very fine,
Ex Ice Bear Stock ....................................... Est. $2,000/3,000

1792 Hm Finland Intact Collection to 2012 Web $600
In 3 Lighthouse albums in mounts, scattered 19th Century
mostly used, 20th Century mint and used to 1936, after that
virtually compl. with modern mint, incl. all apparent
sheetlets, later booklets, also Military, Karelia and East
Karelia, Aland compl. incl. booklets, etc. to 2013, 19th
Century mixed condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very
fine .......................................................... Est. $1,000/1,400

1793 H Finland Group of Reprints Web $600
45 mostly diff. incl. imperf pairs of the roulettes, also “Coat of 
Arms”, etc., clean and unusual group ............. Est. $650/800

1794 ) Finland Field Post 2 Frame 
Cover Exhibit $140
1937 to 1945 group of 29, all identified incl. slogans, few
postcard usages, Air Force, Swedish Volunteer Corps, fine
overall ............................................................ Est. $200/300

1795 H Fiume Select Group of 16 Items Web $625
All expertised or certified by Raybaudi, all listed by Sassone
and incl. vars., blocks, etc., all estimated at around €40 to
€500 as individual lots, all Ex individual lots from European
auction ............................................................ Est. $700/900

France & Colonies

1796 Hm Classic Selection of 120 Web $4,750
Excellent handpicked group mint or used with good group of 
Ceres, also Napoleon, Peace & Commerce, and Dues, all
identified per Ceres #, incl. occasional signed, few multiples, 
Ceres #33 excellent condition, imperfs with excellent
margins all round, clear cancels, also #78, mint 66, 66a,
excellent lot to break down for retail, inspect carefully 
................................................................. Est. $5,000/6,000

1797 Hm Colonies Mint and Used Intact
Collection $4,500
In 11 Minkus albums to 1970s, all areas covered mint or
used with complete sets, Semis, Airs, etc., nothing expensive
and faulty or obvious fakes not counted, value in earlier
period, strong Offices (cat. $9200+), “French Colonies”,
Polynesia, Madagascar, also incl. small selection of Saar and
Memel, inventory incl., 19th Century mixed condition, 20th
Century mostly fine to very fine, popular area. Scott
$65,000+ ................................................ Est. $7,000/9,000

1798 Hm) 1900-1929 Specialized 
Type Blanc Collection Web $4,500
Incl. both the metropole issues and those distributed to the
Colonies incl. in 5 binders, each value is represented by color
and paper varieties, millésimes, coins datés,
pre-cancellations, imperforate blocks and/or singles with
sheet margins, and covers showing usage (singles, multiples,
and supplemental values), one binder incl. Cours
dInstruction (Annule, Spécimen) stamps and Stationery,
specialized on cover cancellations, and Postal Stationery,
another binder contains the issues distributed to the
Colonies, incl. major printing errors and a few covers. An
accumulation of approximately 1700 used examples housed
on stockpages in another binder, the Blanc collection is 99%
mint or unused. Maury €40,000 (2004-09) French catalogs 
................................................................. Est. $4,500/5,500

1799 Hm Classics Collection Web $3,000
On stockcards in album, early period mostly used with slight
dupl., with excellent shades, better cancels, few strips, 3
covers, Yvert #34a with cert., few others signed, Sage issues
mint and used with light dupl. and shades, few on small
pieces, also mostly used Dues, many imperfs with 4 margins,
slight issues as to be expected but better than normally seen
for the period, very high cat., inspect ........ Est. $3,000/4,000

1800 ) Classic Cover Group Web $1,500
About 50 plus few adhesives on written-up pages, incl.
overseas usage with Peru, Constantinople, Vera Cruz, one
used from G.B., mixed condition but better usages
throughout .............................................. Est. $1,800/2,000

1801 H
H Modern Stock 1971-1999 $1,400

N.h., sheets and part sheets along with booklets all cataloged
with tapes enclosed, total cat. $20,028, fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,800/2,100

1802 m Classic Used Group Web $1,100
Nice group used with good group of Ceres, Napoleon, and
Dues, few multiples, imperfs many with good margins all
round, clear cancels, occasional fault but above average
appearance, excellent lot to break down for retail, inspect
carefully. Maury €13,000+ ..................... Est. $1,200/1,500

1803 Hm 19th & 20th Century Colonies
Collection/Accumulation $900
Mostly mint with some used arranged in a well-filled
European stockbook, about ¼ of value in Reunion incl. #3
o.g. (signed), then a solid group of mint sets incl. C32-45
(C45 n.h.) etc., nice selection of mint material in other
Colonies incl. French Guiana with #4 (signed), French
Oceania/Polynesia 1-20, Guadeloupe J4-12, St. Pierre &
Miquelon 10 (signed) also some French Sudan, Memel and
Ubangi-Chari, plus Offices in Port Said, Zanzibar and
others, minor dupl., very clean group, worth inspection,
generally fine to very fine. Yvert €23,000 .. Est. $1,500/2,000

1804 ) Early Commercial Cover Group Web $900
Few hundred circa 1900 to 1950’s commercial incl. WWI
related, Military, Maritime, POW, incl. postcards and
postal card usages, few French overseas usages with Foreign
adhesives, also some adhesives with auxiliary markings like
Packet boats, French Occupation, needs careful inspection 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,400
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1805 H Mostly Complete Collection Web $850
Intact in 2 Scott albums to 1975 in mounts, scattered classics
used, Peace & Commerce mint or used to 1923, after that
mostly compl. and 1959 on all mint with later n.h. Semis
mostly mint and missing only a few with B21 on virtually
compl. with booklets, Airs with C1-2 mint, etc., 19th
Century mixed condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very
fine .......................................................... Est. $1,300/1,600

1806 ) Postal History $800
270 with marked retail $8775, very nice group with most
pre-1950, many attractive and desirable items, generally fine
to very fine ............................................... Est. $1,100/1,300

1807 H Colonies Mint Collection $650
Mounted in 2 Scott albums to 1940, incl. Colonies General
issue, many complete sets throughout post 1900, also Airs,
Semis, virtually no questionable overprints, all countries well
represented. Yvert €12,700+ .................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1808 H Colonies Mint Collection $600
20th Century mint collection in mounts on quad pages in two
albums, attractive assortment of all mint sets from 35
different Colonies, better countries incl. French India,
Gabon, Somali Coast and Syria (#232-50 n.h.), clean and
well worth inspection, overall very fine ........ Est. $800/1,200

1809 Hm Collections in Box $400
Banker box with 4 different mint and used collections
running from classics to 1980s, best being mostly mint book
with Semi-postals incl. red Cross Booklets, well worth a look,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $600/800

1810 Hm Collection in European Album $400
Few thousand from 1849 to 1984, early issues used with few
o.g. mostly o.g. from 1938 (majority complete), better items
incl. used #37 (faulty), C17, Mint B9 and lots of
Semi-postal sets plus some BOB issues, some faults in early
issues balance mostly F-VF ........................... Est. $500/600

1811 Hm Collection in Hingeless Album $350
Thousands in four well filled Lighthouse albums to 2002,
mixed mint and used to about 1940s then mostly mint and
fairly complete to 2002 n.h. with a few scattered used, huge
face value and great collection for expansion, worth a look,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $500/700

1812 H Philatelic Library $250
Books, pamphlets, tear sheets, monographs and specialized
studies in English and French; soft bound and hard bound,
emphasis on pre-stamp postal history, department
monographs, classic issues, extensive works on the Sage issues, 
as well as modern references, many scarce and difficult to find
books, part of consignor’s 1900-1929 Specialized Type Blanc
collection, collection used for pricing, reference, etc. ... Est. $400/600

1813 H
H r Colonies 1937 Colonial Arts Sets $250

N.h., compl. in control # blocks of 4 (hinged selvage only), a
very fine set. Maury €2,180 + (singles). Scott $1,110, rarely
seen ................................................................ Est. $300/400

1814 Hm Collection in Scott Albums $200
Hundreds of mint and used incl. BOB running from 1853 to 
1987 in two well filled Scott albums, classics generally used
turns mostly mint around 1960 to 1987, good amount of mint 
Semi-postals, generally fine to very fine .......... Est. $300/400

1815 m Ceres and Napoleon Used Selection Web $200
57 items incl. 2 pairs, incl. better cancels incl. “star”, many
imperfs with 4 margins, above average condition 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1816 H
H Colonies 1969 Concord Issue $150

N.h., complete perf with France, imperf without France, and 
Die Proofs without France, clean, very fine .... Est. $200/300

1817 Hm Collection in Albums $150
Thousands of mint and used in 2 albums and stockbook from 
180 to 1980 many classics, worth a close look, generally fine
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $200/300

1818 H Small Collection of Deluxe Proofs $150
#693, 700-705, 711-715, B282-B284, and C29-C32, fine to 
very fine ......................................................... Est. $200/300

1819 H
H r Colonies 1969 Concord Set, Blocks of 4 $140

N.h., Series set of 7 in control #, plus France, very fine.
Maury €1,240 + (singles). Scott $970 + (singles) 
....................................................................... Est. $200/250

1820 m Used Collection in Lighthouse Albums $70
Hundreds in two albums running from 1950 to 1993, fine 
....................................................................... Est. $100/150

1821 H
H F.S.A.T. Never Hinged Collection Web $150

Running from C1 to C28 only missing a couple does incl.
C6,C8 and C14, very clean, very fine. Scott $1,205
(Owner’s) ...................................................... Est. $250/350

Germany

1822 H Five Volume Mint Collection $1,500
Extraordinarily clean mostly 20th Century mint OG
collection in five Scott Specialty albums, incl. two volumes
Germany with Berlin and DDR to 1970, one volume
Colonies & Offices, one volume Bavaria, Danzig, Memel,
Saar etc., and one other volume with WWII Occupation,
well collected with better sets and singles throughout, fine to
very fine. 2017 Scott $24,600 ................... Est. $2,000/3,000

1823 H Mint Collection in Scott Album Web $1,000
Few thousand mostly o.g. from 1872 to 1977, better items
incl. #1-2, 7, 11, 25, 79, 585A-599, 684-685 strong in
Semi-postals incl. B33, and B66, C38-C39, C43-C45, also
some post-war booklet panes, Fr. Occupation looks to be
complete, Berlin missing only a few issues, plus some
Officials, few faults in early issues but mostly F-VF 
................................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

1824 ) Area Postal History $1,000
348 Items with a marked retail of $11975, clean group of
mostly 1900-1950 postal history incl. Colonies, good variety
of frankings, uses, rates, postcards, Stationery, etc., many
fine items, generally fine to very fine ......... Est. $1,500/2,000

1825 H
H Substantial N.H. Holding $950

Mostly unduplicated mint n.h. accumulation in eight #1
glassine boxes, loaded with sets and singles incl. better items,
features early to mid-20th Century Germany to 1980s,
Semi-postals, Airs, Berlin, WWII and Post-War
Occupation, Colonies, Territories, Danzig, Memel, Saar
etc., clean and worth inspection, very fine. 2017 Scott
$14,000 (Owner’s) .................................. Est. $1,200/1,600
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1826 H
HH Nice Collection Web $750

Two very well filled collection incl. much n.h. running from
1850s to 1965 with all areas represented, noticed Saar,
German States, DDR, Berlin and Occupation, many better
sets and S.S. with many n.h. incl. Post Horns complete, B37
and B107 on cover, well worth inspection, generally fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $1,000/1,500

1827 H Mint Collection $700
Fairly complete in 3 Lighthouse hingeless albums incl.
Berlin and Zones from 1949 to 1982 (pages to 1985), many
better items found throughout incl. Posthorns complete,
Berlin overprints complete mostly signed, better souvenir
sheets, also collection of Occupation mint and a few used
incl. Belgium Occupation, Luxembourg, Romania,
Allenstein and others, also a couple of covers incl. Flugpost
and Zeppelin, well worth inspection, generally fine to very
fine .......................................................... Est. $1,000/1,500

1828 m Three Volume Used Collection $650
Mostly 20th Century used in three Scott Specialty albums,
very neat and clean incl. Germany, Berlin and DDR to
1960s, some Offices and Colonies, Bavaria, Danzig, Memel, 
Saar, WWII Occupation etc., very few States, many better
items throughout, generally fine to very fine. 2017 Scott
$16,000 ...................................................... Est. $750/1,000

1829 Hm Saar Collection in Schaubek Album Web $500
Few hundred from 1920 to 1959, mostly o.g. with some used, 
better items incl. used #B47-53, o.g. 54b, B15 and B64a,
plus few tete-beche pairs and couple imperfs, Michel vars.
incl. #16 I, 70B, 73 I used, tete-beche vars., mostly complete 
in mint or used sets, incl. back of the book, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $750/900

1830 Hm Danzig Extensive Mint and Used
Collection Web $500
Many hundreds with parallel mint and used on separate
pages, listed by Michel numbers, better mint items incl.
#31-32, 43 (signed), 193-199, 200-210, used 27a (signed),
31-32, 43, 164-167, 193-199, C31-C35 plus BOB issues
and many Michel listed varieties, great lot for the specialist,
incl. some n.h. items, fine to very fine ........... Est. $700/1,000

1831 ) Postal History Hoard $500
Great lot of over 6000 all types from 1880 to about 1980,
there is an excellent selection of special cancels with topical
appeal, as well as FDCs, Stationery, postcards, postal history
and more, fine to very fine .............................. Est. $600/750

1832 Hm Baden Collection Web $400
39 unused and 101 used from 1851 to 1868 incl. a few
reprints along with 36 Revenue, 8 covers and 7 Postal
Stationery items with all basic types represented, with shades
and some multiples on hagner pages, a few faulty and couple
with certs, otherwise fine. Michel €16,000 (Owner’s) 
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

1833 H
H Mint Postwar Collection $400

Few hundred n.h. from 1946 to 1954, incl. #634-661,
670-685, 702-721, Semi-postal sets, French Occupation
issues, and Berlin incl. 9N1-9N34 (no certs), and 9N3Ba
(very l.h.), fine to very fine .............................. Est. $600/700

1834 Hm Attractive Collection in Scott Album Web $300
Couple thousand mint o.g. and used with few modern n.h.
from 1872 to 1975, some with both mint and used sets, better
items incl. used #1-11, mint 363-365, nice run of
Semi-postals issues incl. mint #B33, B68 and post-war
issues, also some Fr. Occupations and few used Berlin, few
faults in 19th Century, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $500/700

1835 Hm Saar Interesting Mint and Used
Collection Web $300
Many hundreds on pages to 1934 (no Semi-postals or
BOB), parallel mint o.g., and used pages, better items incl.
mint 1-17, 35-37, 38-39, 99-116, used 16, 35-37, 38-39 (38
signed Dr Dub), 139-154, lots of Michel listed varieties, fine
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $500/600

1836 Hm Brunswick and Braunschweig
Collection $300
70 mint and used from 1852 to 1868 plus 34 Revenues and
some mint Stationery with many better and high cat. items
with some light dupl., most appear genuine, generally fine.
SG £13,000 (Owner’s) .................................. Est. $400/500

1837 Hm Hanover Collection $300
70 used and 23 unused incl. a few reprints from 1851 to 1865
on Hagner pages with minor dupl., typical mixed condition,
many better and high cat. items. SG £11,225 (Owner’s)
 ...................................................................... Est. $400/500

1838 ) Danzig, Plebiscite and Inflation 
Cover Collection $300
Few hundred with interesting inflation period and German
Plebiscite, interesting mix, worth a look ......... Est. $400/500

1839 m Used Collection in Scott Album Web $300
Few thousand from 1872 to 1964 incl. #1-11, 27-28,
65-65A, 363-365, 664a B59-B67 on cover, C38, C44 plus
French Occupations issues, and Berlin few faults in 19th
Century balance mostly fine or better ............. Est. $400/500

1840 Hm Thurn & Taxis Intact Collection Web $230
Mostly earlies used on quadrille pages, with both Districts,
most roulettes mint, about fine ....................... Est. $300/400

1841 H
H Mint Sheet Collection 1921-23 $200

Inflation period collection in 10 sheet folios, incl. 150 mint
n.h. sheets (88 sheets of 100, 63 sheets of 50), virtually all
different, plus 1946 Numeral sheets (2 pf//1 mark) 19
different sheets of 100 and 1 sheet of 50, nearly 14K stamps,
owner’s 2017 Scott as hinged $3500, n.h. premium should be 
much higher, fine to very fine ......................... Est. $300/400

1842 ) Empire-Reich Cover Accumulation $200
Few hundred in a small box with many interesting items incl.
reg., postal card usages, and much more, worth a look, fine 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1843 ) WWII Propaganda Card Collection $200
Mostly used, over 125 mostly black & white, few color, with
many Feldpost usages, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1844 3rd Reich Accumulation $200
Vignettes, pictures, documents, and other period ephemera,
many interesting items, generally fine ............. Est. $300/400
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1845 Box of 3rd Reich Material $200
Vignettes, pictures, documents, telegrams, and other period
ephemera, high retail potential, fine ................ Est. $300/400

1846 3rd Reich Material $200
Box of 3rd Reich era vignettes, pictures, documents, and
other period ephemera, good retail potential, generally fine to 
very fine ......................................................... Est. $300/400

1847 3rd Reich Accumulation $200
46 items incl. covers, some items of interest incl. NSDAP,
Nazi Party Dues stamp, 87.60 Reichsmark block of 9 n.h.
1944 (this is a higher middle value in a group that runs from 5 
RM to 183.60 RM), 1930’s collector’s photo cards of Hitler, 
Nazis package piece to Oranienburg, April and May 1945
newspapers showing dead Himmler front page, and
concentration camp victims, generally fine ..... Est. $300/400

1848 Hm Accumulation in 3 Boxes $200
Thousands and thousands of mint and used incl. CTO, incl.
Reich, Berlin, DDR and Bund, mounted on pages,
stocksheets, stockbooks and loose in envelopes, better items
spotted throughout noted Karl Marx sheets, many blocks,
worth a look, generally fine to very fine, Proceeds benefit the
American Philatelic Society ............................... Est. $300/400

1849 Hm Occupations and States Collection $200
Few thousand in Scott album, majority o.g., with some early
used, incl. Bavaria, Württemberg, Memel, Saar, Poland
General Government, and few Colonies, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $300/400

1850 H
H DDR Complete Mint Collection in

Album $200
Mostly n.h. with few early o.g. incl. #10NB11, few used
Officials, fine to very fine ............................... Est. $300/400

1851 Hm Attractive Collection of States $200
Few hundred mint o.g. and used on pages incl. Baden,
Bavaria, Thurn and Taxis, and North German
Confederation plus Allenstein and Schleswig better than
normal condition for these issues, worth a close look, fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $300/400

1852 ) Berlin Postal History $200
Box of about 2000 franked with Berlin stamps, most all used
from Berlin, great variety, seldom seen in this quantity, fine
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $250/350

1853 H
H Mint Souvenir Sheet Group $150

N.h., fresh, clean lot of 35 items mostly all different, incl.
Scott #B90-92, B102-6, group of West Germany, Berlin
and DDR, also Serbia WWII Occupation 2NB5-6 and
NB27-8, nice group, very fine. 2017 Scott $1,800 (Owner’s)
....................................................................... Est. $250/350

1854 ) 1864 to 1960 Cover Accumulation $150
About 270 interesting dating incl. 19th Century, WWI
inflation period, Military, censored, WWII, post war, Postal 
Stationery, fancy cancels with occasional Saar, Danzig, and
DDR, some very attractive mixed frankings, worth a look,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $200/300

1855 H
H Two Volkshilfe Sets Web $150

N.h., B23-B29 and B37-B43 both n.h. Scott $973. Michel
€1,100 ........................................................... Est. $200/300

1856 Hm Comprehensive Berlin Collection Web $150
Few hundred on Hagner pages, mostly o.g. with few early
used, better item incl. used 9N35-9N41, mint 9N1-9N20,
9N3Ba, fine to very fine ................................. Est. $200/300

1857 Hm Upper Silesia Specialized Collection
on Pages $150
Over 200 parallel mint and used on pages incl. mint #10,
10a, 10c, 32-42, used #10, 32-42, plus specialized 1920
overprint issues, fine to very fine ..................... Est. $200/250

1858 Hm Marienwerder Interesting Collection Web $100
About 100 parallel mint and used pages, incl. mint #24-31
(28 signed), 24a, used 30-31, fine to very fine . Est. $150/200

German Offices & Colonies

1859 Hm Offices in China Collection Web $300
About 100 with parallel mint o.g. and used pages, better
items incl. mint 1-6, 1c-6a, 24-36A (probably 36b), used
18-19 (not signed), 24-36A (probably 36b), and some
Michel listed varieties, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $500/700

1860 Hm Offices in Morocco Collection Web $300
Over 100, parallel mint o.g. and used on pages, better items
incl. mint 1-6, 7-19A (19 and 19A dist. o.g.), 32, used 20-32,
45-57, and Michel #19I, 19III, and 42 (with Pauligk cert.),
plus some Michel listed varieties, many with signatures,
worth a close look, generally fine to very fine ... Est. $500/700

1861 Hm Offices in Turkey Web $300
100+ parallel mint o.g. and used on pages, better items incl.
mint 1-3, 5-6, 13-24B, 30 with cert. used 1-6, 53 (signed)
plus some Michel listed varieties, many signed items,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $500/700

1862 Hm Kiauchau Collection Web $300
About 70 mint o.g. and used on pages with some Michel
listed varieties, better items incl. mint #1a with APEX cert,
10-22, 30a, used 10-22, 30a, and 33-42, generally fine to very 
fine ................................................................ Est. $500/700

1863 Hm Mint and Used in Album $200
Small but useful mint and used with many cancels and 1m to
5m mint from a few Colonies, worth a look, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1864 Hm East Africa Collection Web $200
Over 100 mint o.g. and used incl. mint #3 (n.h. with cert.),
11-21a, 31-41, used 11-21A, 22-29 and 41, 2 booklet panes,
MH3b booklet, Occupation issues and 1916 Wuga issues,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $300/400

1865 Hm South West Africa Collection Web $200
About 60 mint o.g. and used with one complete booklet
(Michel MH3Ia), incl. mint #1-6 #6 with APEX cert dist.
o.g.), 11 mint and used, 13-25 mint ad used and used #34,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $300/400

1866 Hm Mariana Islands Collection Web $200
About 40 mint o.g. and used incl. mint #11-16, 13a, 14a,
used 11-16, 26-29, fine to very fine ................. Est. $300/400

1867 Hm Caroline Islands Collection Web $200
About 40 mint o.g. and used incl. mint #1-19, used 1-19, 1a
on piece and 9a, fine to very fine ...................... Est. $300/400
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1868 Hm Marshall Islands Collection Web $150
About 50 mint o.g. and used incl. mint #1-6, used 1-4 (1
faulty), 7-12, 13-25, fine to very fine ............... Est. $200/300

1869 Hm New Guinea Collection Web $150
About 40 mint o.g., and used incl. mint 1a, 7-19, used 1-6,
7-18, generally fine to very fine ....................... Est. $200/300

1870 Hm Samoa Collection Web $150
About 40 mint o.g., and used incl. mint #51-69, used 51-56,
67-69, few signed, fine to very fine .................. Est. $200/300

1871 Hm Togo Collection Web $150
About 40 mint o.g. and used on pages incl. mint #1-19 and
used 1-19, some signed, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $200/250

1872 Hm Cameroun Collection Web $150
About 60 mint o.g. and used on pages incl. mint #1-19, used
16-19, 25 signed and Michel MH3b complete booklet 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1873 m Offices in Turkey Group of 3 Web $150
Consists of ½Gr, 1Gr pair and single (MiV14, 4) used on
piece with 3 Constantinople cancels, 2½Gr (MiV21a) on
piece, and 50pf (MiV36a), generally fine. Michel €2,250 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1874 Hm Greece Two Volume Collection $350
General collection in two Lighthouse hingeless albums,
mixed mint and used to 1954 with some Hermes Heads and
other earlies, 1955-85 virtually complete mint n.h., incl.
N165-6 used, fine to very fine. 2017 Scott $4,000 (Owner’s) 
....................................................................... Est. $400/500

1875 m Greece Classic Hermes Heads Study $200
Few hundred in 4 stockbooks (mostly identified), used, few
questionably identified, mostly common but occasional
better, dupl., not checked for cancels, mixed condition
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1876 H
H Greece Never Hinged Group Web $150

Incl. 2 sets each of #164-174, 549-555, 556-567, 574-581,
582-585 and 4 sets of 618-623, very clean, fine to very fine.
Scott $1,662 (Owner’s) .................................. Est. $250/350

1877 Hm Greenland Dealer Stock Web $1,500
2 sales binders and group of sales cards filled with hundreds
of better mint and used running from #1 to 506, most being
better $50 and up items incl. blocks of 4, with lots of n.h.,
most also have Facit numbers, great dealer stock all set up
and ready to go, marked retails $18,000, tapes enclosed, fine
to very fine, Ex Ice Bear Stock .................... Est. $2,000/2,500

1878 Hm Greenland Parcel Post Stock Web $1,000
63 items with retails $12,645, all identified and prices by
Scott and Facit, some dupl. and few with minor faults, great
lot to add to any stock, worth a look, generally fine to very
fine, Ex Ice Bear Stock ............................... Est. $1,500/2,000

1879 H Greenland Dealers Red Box Stock $700
Hundreds of #102 cards of mint (mostly n.h.) and used, pl.
blocks and singles to about 2014 all identified and ready for
sale, marked retail $10, 521, tapes enclosed, fine to very fine,
Ex Ice Bear Stock ....................................... Est. $1,000/1,300

1880 H
H Greenland Sheets and Part 

Sheets Stock $500
N.h., Hundreds of sheets and part sheets n.h., mostly from
1960s to 1980s, retails $13,733 with tapes enclosed, fine to
very fine, Ex Ice Bear Stock ........................... Est. $700/1,000

1881 H Greenland Intact Collection to 2012 Web $350
Mostly mint in Scott album in mounts, later n.h., incl.
#22a-27a, 1977 on mostly compl. incl. min. sheets, booklets, 
Semis compl. except 1 min. sheet, fine to very fine lot 
....................................................................... Est. $500/750

1882 Hm Hungary 1871 to 1951 
Specialized Collection $400
Unusual collection of thousands mint and used with
emphasis on specialized early issues with perf and watermark
varieties, pl. flaws, various color shades and extensive
cancellations group, careful viewing recommended, fine to
very fine overall .............................................. Est. $600/800

1883 Hm Hungary Mint and Used Stock $400
Mostly 20th Century on #102 cards in 3 boxes, dupl., many
complete sets, mint n.h. to o.g., mostly in alphanumeric
order, clean, generally fine to very fine. Scott $4,261 
....................................................................... Est. $450/550

1884 H
H Hungary Imperforate Collection $200

N.h., all identified in stockbook running from #859 to 1734, 
B206 to B233b and C176-C312 incl. blocks and strips, not
complete but many are there, incl. inventory sheet, very clean, 
very fine. Scott $2,243 2015 (Owner’s) .......... Est. $300/400

1885 Hm Hungary Collection $200
6 album with hundreds of mint and used running from
classics to the 1980s, best book being Kabe with some better
items throughout, generally fine to very fine ... Est. $300/400

1886 Hm Iceland Dealers Stock Web $5,000
3 sales binders filled with hundreds of better mint and used
running from #1 to 1162, most being better $50 and up
items incl. blocks of 4 and varieties lots of n.h., incl. BOB,
most also have Facit numbers, marked retails $102,309,
tapes enclosed, generally fine to very fine, Ex Ice Bear Stock 
............................................................... Est. $8,000/10,000

1887 H Iceland Intact Collection to 2013 Web $1,000
Mostly mint in Scott album in mounts, and virtually compl.
from 1907 on, all mint from 1935 on, later n.h., incl. #30, 32
mint (cert.), 33 used, also Semis, Airs compl. mint except
C13-14, decent Officials incl. Parliament set compl. mint,
fresh throughout, mostly fine to very fine .. Est. $1,500/2,000

1888 Hm Iceland Dealers Red Box Stock $700
Hundreds of #102 cards of mint (mostly n.h.) and used,
incl. booklets, singles to about 2014 all identified and ready
for sale, marked retail $11, 320, tapes enclosed, fine to very
fine, Ex Ice Bear Stock ............................... Est. $1,000/1,300

1889 H Iceland Mint and Used Stock $700
Mostly 20th Century on #102 cards in 2 boxes, dupl., many
complete sets, mint n.h. to o.g., mostly clean in alphanumeric
order, generally fine to very fine. Scott $9,155  Est. $750/900

1890 H
H Indonesia Better Souvenir Sheets Web $150

N.h., consists of #117-119 and 66a (4). Scott $1,255
....................................................................... Est. $200/300
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1891 Hm Iran to 1960’s Mint and Used $150
Collection on pages, starting 1870 with some compl. sets, few 
early questionable, better 1950’s mint sets, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $250/350

1892 Hm Iran Stock $150
Hundreds of mint and used on sales cards running from
#751 to 2625 and a few BOB, worth a look, generally fine to
very fine. Scott $3,000 (Owner’s) ................... Est. $200/300

Israel

1893 m Souvenir Leaf Collection $1,500
Over 280 different in White Ace albums, fine to very fine.
Scott $29,500 (Carmel cat.) (Owner’s) .... Est. $2,000/3,000

1894 H
H Extensive Collection With Tabs $550

Few thousand from 1948 to 2010 mostly complete n.h. in 3
Lighthouse hingeless albums, incl. sets with tabs #1-6,
10-14, 25, 28-30, 33-34, 55, C1-C6, J6-J11, used #7-9,
J1-J5 mint without tabs, few issues with small tropical toning
spots, generally fine to very fine ................... Est. $700/1,000

1895 Hm Mint and Used Stock $450
On #102 cards in 3 boxes, dupl., many complete sets, mint is 
n.h., mostly clean in alphanumeric order, generally fine to
very fine. Scott $4,477 .................................... Est. $500/700

1896 H r Tab and Plate Block Collection $300
Hundreds starting with Third Coin Issue and running to
1988, about half singles and half pl. blocks, few better items
throughout, worth a look, fine to very fine ....... Est. $500/600

1897 H) Postal Stationery Collection $150
Hundreds in 4 White Ace albums, very fine ... Est. $200/300

1898 Hm Mint and Used Accumulation $100
Small group with some better items, incl. Bale #3b-4b,
10a-14a, PD1-PD5, 16a, 48-50, Scott #C1-6, C16 all with
tabs, also some booklets and souvenir sheets, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $150/250

Italy & Colonies

1899 Hm Italy, Offices Abroad and Colonies Web $5,000
Virtually all 20th Century predominantly mint collection of
thousands housed in a well-worn Scott album, the Italy proper
is quite complete and all mint from 1901-57 incl. #76-91, 111
and most other better sets of the period, Semi-postals from
1923-41 compl., Airpost from 1917-48 quite complete, Parcel
Posts with Q17-19 and other back-of-the-book, useful Offices 
in China with 1 tied to piece, mint 22, 29, Tientsin 5-14 except
9, Crete complete mint or used, Offices in Turkey with E4,
Aegean Is. complete, plus the individual island issues nearly
complete, with some first issues being used, Occupation of
Albania and Montenegro, Castellorizo complete, Corfu
compl., Cyrenaica nearly complete, Eritrea nearly complete
mint or used from 1923 incl. 24 unused, 27, 103a, J1c and J13,
Fiume with 117-21 tied to pieces, 134-48, B4-15, E4-5 mint
and tied to pieces and J1-3, the Italian Colonies complete, East 
Africa compl., Libya highly complete incl. 14, 16, 20-31,
B48-54, C14-18, Oltre Giuba compl. except Postage Dues
and Parcel Posts, useful Somaliland incl. B38-51 and J12-22,
Tripolitania nearly complete and more, overall a very clean and 
powerful collection, occasional small fault and some off center
as usual, vast majority o.g., l.h. or used, fine to very fine.
Sassone €88,000+ .................................... Est. $6,000/8,000

1900 Hm States Mint and Used Collection Web $2,000
Mint and used on old printed pages, many scarce classics
represented, occasionally signed, all States well represented,
few used on pieces, very high cat., needs inspection, excellent
lot to break down for retail, mixed condition to fine, many
with fresh colors ....................................... Est. $2,200/2,500

1901 H
H 1930-1932 Garibaldi and 

Ferrucci Issues Web $750
N.h. sets from Italy #280-289, C35-39, CE1-2, Nisiro
#1-10, 12-16, Coo #1-10, 12-16, Lisso #1-10, 12-16,
Piscopi #1-10, 12-16, Rhodes #24-28, 45-54, Stampalia
#1-10, 12-16 and Simi #1-10, 12-16. Scott $4,400 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,200

1902 H
H Italy & Colonies Never Hinged

Accumulation $750
Attractive assortment of generally mint n.h. in two #1
glassine boxes, loaded with sets and singles incl. better items,
features early to mid-20th Century Italy, Colonies,
Occupation, Fiume, Trieste and more, very minor dupl.,
well worth inspection, very fine. 2017 Scott $11,000
(Owner’s) ................................................... Est. $800/1,200

1903 ) Postal History $700
220 with marked retail $7675, late 19th to mid 20th Century,
a modest lot of this under appreciated area, wide variety of
material present, generally fine to very fine .. Est. $900/1,200

1904 H
H N.H. Collection 1945-99 $550

Clean and attractive high quality collection in four Marini
hingeless albums, nearly complete from 1951 on, incl. Back
of Book, very fine. 2017 Scott $5,000 ............. Est. $700/900

1905 Hm Italy and Region Collection $500
1st album mint and used Italy with Airs to 1964 and Dues,
with very little value in classics, some complete sets (total cat.
$4400), 2nd album Colonies, San Marino, Fiume, Trieste
and Vatican, mostly mint with many San Marino complete
sets incl. Airs, etc., mostly 20th Century (cat. $6300), mostly
fine to very fine. Scott $10,700+ ................. Est. $750/1,000

1906 H Colonies Small Mint Collection Web $250
Includes #31-35, 31-35 C28-31, 46-50, C29-35, 324-328,
C62-65, and couple short sets, worth a look, fine to very fine.
Scott $3,505 (Owner’s) .................................. Est. $350/450

1907 H
HH Mint Colonies Group Web $200

N.h. to o.g., 5 different sets mostly Garibaldi and Soccer and
Libya B17-22 n.h., generally fine to very fine . Est. $300/400

Japan

1908 H
HH Extensive Mint Collection Web $2,000

In 5 White Ace albums to 1985, few classics used, 1879 on
virtually compl. and virtually all mint n.h. to o.g. from
around 1912 on except Offices mint or used, incl. few “a”
numbers, early booklet panes with n.h., Airs compl. incl. C8
sheet, plus all other better sheetlets, scattered 1970’s and later 
Mihons, also stockbook with later new issues, Japanese
Occupation and few forgeries, attractive collection, fine to
very fine. 1992 Scott approximately $20,000 (Owner’s) 
................................................................. Est. $3,000/4,000
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1909 ) Postal History $2,000
450 with a marked retail of $20, 725, very nice group of
mostly first half of the 20th Century commercial covers,
tremendous variety of cancels, uses, frankings and
destinations represented, many scarce items, a substantial
group, tough to dupl., fine to very fine appearance 
................................................................. Est. $3,000/4,000

1910 m Cherry Blossom Study Web $600
Mostly used, starting with 1872-73 issue plus 1871 200m
imperf dragon used, 1872 ½s perf dragon mint, better
syllabics incl. #45 syl. 5, cat. $350, plus 1877 12s Koban no
gum, 1888 1y o.g., many nice postmarks, substantial total
cat., mostly fine to very fine ...................... Est. $1,000/1,200

1911 ) Postal History $550
50 with marked retail $4450, small group of interesting and
better items stored in 8½"x11" sheets, cancels (ex Don
Vorhees), shipping, rates, destinations and ephemera, some
quite scarce material, generally fine to very fine 
.................................................................... Est. $800/1,000

1912 H
HH Accumulation and Collection $500

Nice accumulation in Minkus album, small Japanese album,
stock sheets and a file folder full of mint material, the Minkus 
is a remainder collection with lots of better items, virtually all
mint with much n.h., incl.288a, 323a, 397-40, many postwar
singles, blocks incl. 456, 457, 463, 504a, 551, 576 plus many
sets, collector saved the folders for most all souvenir sheets,
small album incl. more souvenir sheets, all n.h. incl. 311a,
545a, 551, 576, etc., folder and stock sheets incl. hundreds
incl. larger blocks, mostly n.h., from the 1940-1959 period,
incl.36 copies of 636 (Cat. $630), some dupl. mostly in better
items, well worth inspecting, fine to very fine .. Est. $700/800

1913 Hm) Mint and Used Accumulation Web $400
10 albums/stockbooks/3-ring binders and album pages with
quantities of early used unpicked for cancellations, useful
group of National Park souvenir sheets, range of regular
issues and commemoratives incl multiples plus some covers
and postcards, please inspect .......................... Est. $600/800

1914 Hm Remainder Collection $200
Incl. 3 albums mostly used 1970’s to 2000, mint and used
collection from early period to 1968 incl. Airs, etc., fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $300/400

1915 H Perfin Collection $80
Identified by 1980 Adacki cat. numbers, about 120 items
mounted in two soft cover albums, then cat. value of ¥45,000
($400), cat. incl. ............................................. Est. $100/150

1916 Hm Jordan Collection $150
Couple hundred mint and used running from 1920 to 1964
mounted on pages and on stocksheets, worth a look,
generally fine to very fine. Scott $2,000 (Owner’s) 
....................................................................... Est. $200/250

1917 Hm Korea Mint and Used Collection Web $450
In album to 1980’s mint or used, with souvenir sheets, fairly
compl. with some sets, few dupl., fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $500/600

1918 H Korea Intact Mint Collection $300
Mostly complete l.h. to o.g. 1884 to 1973 incl. Airs in
complete sets, incl. min sheets, fine to very fine. Scott $3,650 
....................................................................... Est. $400/550

1919 ) Latvia Three Better Flight Covers Web $150
1st with CB18-20, 18a-20a reg to Germany; 2nd CB21a-24a 
reg. to Germany; 3rd CB3-5, 3a-5a reg. to Austria, stamps
and covers very fine. Scott $657 (used singles)  Est. $250/350

1920 Hm Liberia Collection $300
Two well filled albums with thousands of mint and used,
early mixed mint and used later all mint running from 1860
to 2000 with many better early items and topical sheets, fine
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $400/500

1921 H
H Libya 1950’s Never Hinged Sets $300

8 diff. incl. #112-121, 122-134, J25-29, J30-36, etc. Scott
$1,500 ........................................................... Est. $450/550

1922 H Liechtenstein Mostly Complete
Collection Web $600
Intact in Scott album in mounts, virtually all mint, incl. 159a,
1951 to 1986 complete, scattered after that to 2006, Semis
mostly compl., Airs compl., some Officials, mostly fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $1,000/1,400

1923 m Mexico Mail Transportation Issues,
#242//291 Web $350
1895-1898 used, major numbers complete except 5p Eagle
Rm and 10c unwatermarked, few s.e., generally fine. Scott
$3,679 (older cat.) .......................................... Est. $500/700

1924 Hm Mexico Balance of Collection Web $250
On stockpages, incl. Hidalgos with various districts,
varieties incl. imperfs, gutters, few ex individual auction lots,
revolution non-Scott on pages incl. imperfs, errors, unissued
proofs, “Madero”, interesting collection, inspect, generally
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $400/600

1925 H Mexico Mostly Mint Collection $200
In Scott album, few classics mostly used, 1900 on mostly
mint with later complete sets to 1972, also Airs, other back of
the book, generally fine to very fine. Scott $4,600 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1926 Hm Monaco Mint and Used Stock $350
Mostly 20th Century on #102 cards in 2 boxes, dupl., many
complete sets, mint n.h. to o.g., mostly clean in alphanumeric
order, generally fine to very fine. Scott $4,719  Est. $400/500

1927 m Montenegro (German Occupation)
Collection Web $200
Incl. #3N1-3N9 tied on pieces couple with short perfs,
3NB1-3NB6 with 3NCB1-3NCB3 tied on cover with fold
on cover not affecting stamps, and 3NB7-3NB10 and
3NCB4-3NCB6 all tied on pieces, otherwise fine to very
fine. Scott $1,635 ........................................... Est. $300/400

1928 H Netherlands Mint Intact Collection $650
In 2 Lindner hingeless albums to 1983, staring #1-2 mint,
incl. 83-86 o.g., 101, 1923 on virtually complete with late
1900’s on mostly n.h. incl. Semis, Airs, few syncopated perfs,
etc., few 19th Century mixed condition, 20th Century mostly 
fine to very fine ......................................... Est. $1,000/1,500

1929 ) Netherlands Postal History $600
500+ with marked retail $5700, many interesting usages,
mostly commercial but a few FDCs, nice group, generally
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $700/800
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1930 Hm Netherlands Collection on Pages Web $300
Hundreds of mint and used running from 1852 to 1960s
with better sets and singles throughout, good cat. value and
nice collection for expansion, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $500/700

1931 Hm Norway Dealers Stock Web $1,600
2 sales binders and sales cards filled with hundreds of better
mint and used running from #1 to 1487, most being better
$50 and up items incl. blocks of 4 and varieties, lots of n.h.,
incl. BOB, most also have Facit numbers, marked retails
$27, 359, tapes enclosed, generally fine to very fine, Ex Ice
Bear Stock ................................................. Est. $2,500/3,500

1932 Hm Norway Dealer Red Box Stock $1,500
3 red boxes of mint and used, mostly mint n.h., incl. booklets,
pl. blocks and singles to about 2014 all identified and ready
for sale, incl. DWI, marked retail $24, 359, tapes enclosed,
fine to very fine, Ex Ice Bear Stock .............. Est. $2,000/3,000

1933 Hm Norway Collection and Accumulation $450
Nice collection in Scott album with lots of dupl. in glassines
and old circuit books, noted #1-6, 11-15 used, and mint
modern to 1990’s with few covers incl. 1931 Polar flight,
otherwise fine to very fine ............................... Est. $600/800

1934 m Norway Oldtime Collection $250
Used in small “Stewart” album to 1939, incl. #1 (vf),
occasional mint with a couple later sets, and some shades, 7
Christmas Seals, cute lot, 19th Century mixed condition,
20th Century mostly fine to very fine .............. Est. $400/500

1935 H Philippines 1898 Revolutionary
Government Revenues $300
Group of five Revenue stamped paper cut squares on stiff
bond, incl. 25 centavos (Warren W-336), 50 centavos
(Warren W-337), one pesos (Warren W-338), two pesos
(Warren W-339), five pesos (Warren W-340), all with 2017
PF certificates, rare, scarce group, very fine ... Est. $400/600

1936 m Portugal & Colonies Collection $350
Used in 5 Scott Specialties, Portugal mostly used from 1853
issue to 1983 (with later pages to 2011), scattered Colonies
with some 20th Century compl. sets, occasional better earlier
covers, generally fine to very fine .................... Est. $500/750

1937 m Romania Accumulation $100
Thousands of mint and used (mostly used) in several
collection, classics thru about 1985, many topical, fine 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

Russia

1938 H Intact Collection to 2010 $1,000
In 15 albums and 3 albums for Satellites, on web pages, value
in 20th Century period o.g. to n.h., later period compl., incl.
some back of the book, with detailed inventory with some cat.
prices up and some down since it was done, mostly fine to
very fine. 2010 Scott $15,000 (Owner’s) .. Est. $1,500/2,000

1939 m Collection 1865 - 1970 $550
On 150 plus self-made pages, mostly used with many better
sets, appears to have all key sets from 1930s incl. Airs, some
mint and additional albums with Ukraine and Armenia
stamps, good condition and unchecked for varieties, huge
cat. value ........................................................ Est. $700/800

1940 ) 1898-1916 Exhibition Style Postal
History Collection $450
57 items, representing mainly covers, some postcards, money 
transfers, parcel cards and wrappers, inscribed in French,
various origins and destinations, Russo-Japanese postal
charity and money stamps franking, cover addressed to
captain Rudnev and many other valuable items, nice quality,
very fine ......................................................... Est. $600/700

1941 Hm 1921 to 1948 Selection of Varieties Web $450
Incl. inverted overprint, imperforated between stamp and
margins, inspection is needed, some are not certified, fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $500/600

1942 H
H Eight Mint Sets, Blocks of 4 $300

N.h., consisting of #573-576, 718-720, 767-771 (dist. gum,
priced as hinged), 873-877, 1265-1267, 1277-1279,
2437-2448, 2439A, fine to very fine. Scott $1,376+ 
....................................................................... Est. $400/500

1943 Hm Accumulation in Box $200
Hundreds of mint and used on pages, stockbooks and
glassines, best being stockbook with mostly mint with #1600 
to 2100s with some dupl., worth a look, generally fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $300/400

1944 H r Souvenir Sheet Lot $100
Includes mint o.g. #970, 1080a-1082a with couple extra,
1083a, 1145a, and 1786a-1787a used, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1945 H
H 9 Mint Sets $100

N.h., consisting of #202-206, 573-576, 625-628, 718-720,
767-771 (dist. gum, priced hinged), 817-823, 878-885,
992A-1001, 1277-1279, fine to very fine. Scott $472
 ...................................................................... Est. $130/160

1946 H
H r St. Pierre & Miquelon 

Never Hinged Collection $250
In blocks of 4 some are marginal and control number, incl.
#370-373, 378-381, 383-384, C41-42, 389-392, 419-422,
423-428, C25, C29, C35-39, C50 and C51-53, very clean,
very fine. Scott $2,174 (Owner’s) ................... Est. $400/500

1947 H
H r Saudi Arabia Mint Stock $3,000

N.h., 1960’s-70’s dupl. stock identified on stockcards, incl.
considerable amount of Dam design and Airs with plane
design, also part or full sheets of 50 or 100 of 600 numbers
incl. #687, RA9 (cat. $5000), 514 (cat. $3500), etc., nothing
cheap, excellent lot to break down for retail, fresh
throughout, sheets cat. $23,067, sets and blocks cat. $24,
600. Scott $47,700 ................................... Est. $4,500/5,500

1948 H Saudi Arabia 1957 
Presentation Album Web $300
For 14th Universal Postal Union Congress in Ottawa,
Canada containing mint examples of current and recent incl.
1942 100g, 200g Tughra definitives (#171-172), 1939
Official set (#O1-6), etc., very rare and seldom offered, fine
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $400/500

1949 Hm Saudi Arabia Small Collection $120
Incl. Hejaz values incl. #L123a (Graham cert.), Nejd, few
Dues, covers, etc., fine overall ........................ Est. $200/300
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1950 Hm Serbia German Occupation Collection $150
Largely complete from 1941-43 mint and used, from 1941
King Peter set incl. Postage Dues, Airs and mini sheets,
generally fine to very fine, sold as is .................. Est. $200/300

1951 Hm Spain & Colonies Mint and Used
Collection $140
In Scott album, scattered classics to 1938 mostly used, mostly 
mint after that to 1969, incl. back of the book, Colonies about
½ the value, mostly mint with some complete sets, generally
fine to very fine. Edifil €5,400 ........................ Est. $200/300

1952 Hm Sweden Dealer Stock Web $11,000
4 sales binders and group of sales cards filled with hundreds
of better mint and used running from #1 to 2672, most being 
better $50 and up items incl. blocks of 4 and varieties, most
classics are used, the rest is o.g. with lots of n.h., incl. BOB,
most also have Facit numbers, a very extensive group,
marked retails $178, 400, tapes enclosed, generally fine to
very fine, Ex Ice Bear Stock .................... Est. $16,000/20,000

1953 H Sweden Dealers Red Box Stock $5,000
6 red boxes of mint (mostly n.h.) and used, incl. booklets, pl.
blocks and singles to about 2014 all identified and ready for
sale, marked retail $73, 1 13, tapes enclosed, fine to very fine,
Ex Ice Bear Stock ....................................... Est. $7,000/8,000

1954 Hm Sweden Intact Collection to 2012 Web $1,100
In 2 Scott albums in mounts, 19th Century mostly used,
1891 on mostly compl. mint or used to 1940, l.h. to n.h. after
that virtually compl. incl. sheetlets, booklet panes, Semis
compl. mostly mint, Dues and Officials compl., 19th
Century mixed condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very
fine .......................................................... Est. $1,500/2,000

1955 m Sweden Mint and Used Stock $200
Hundreds to 1986, majority early used organized in
stockbook, most later is mint n.h., dupl. of used starting #17, 
incl. early shades, cancels, few back of the book, clean overall, 
fine to very fine overall ................................... Est. $300/400

1956 H Switzerland Mostly Mint Stock $250
In 4 binders and two spirals to 1960’s (few later), few classics
up to around 1920, dupl. mint and used (nothing heavy) after 
that with mint and used quantities aprrox. the same,
occasional gaps, few Airs, early Dues used, some Officials
mint and used, few 19th Century mixed condition, 20th
Century mostly fine to very fine ...................... Est. $400/600

1957 H
H Switzerland Semi-Postals $120

Pro-Juventute 1913-99 Semi-postal collection virtually
complete mint n.h. for period (less only B24 and 1994 set)
neatly displayed on hingeless pages in a Marini album, very
fine ................................................................ Est. $250/350

1958 H
HH Syria Oldtime Mint Accumulation $500

Starting first issue to 1960’s incl. U.A.R., earlies hinged,
later n.h., dupl. stock with nothing above around 20 sets
(most less), incl older souvenir sheets, few early full sheets,
blocks, incl. Airs, etc., very clean overall. Yvert €16,000 
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

1959 H
HH Syria Oldtime Mint Stock $250

In thick binder, 1930’s to 1958, plus U.A.R., slightly dupl.,
earlies hinged, later n.h., mostly clean group. Scott $6,000 
....................................................................... Est. $400/600

1960 ) Thailand WWII Military Courier
Correspondence Web $2,300
Approx. 60 covers, leaflets, etc., on pages, consisting of 11
pre-war couriers, 12 Japanese covers, 4 Thai related items, 8
POW, 13 leaflets, and 12 Occupation and OAS, incl. some
transcripts, Military “secret” mail, Navy, Field Post Service,
Japanese Military Free Franchise, Exemption from taxation
book, etc., highly unusual lot that needs careful inspection,
spent over $9000 when purchasing the items .. Est. $2,500/3,000

1961 H Thailand Mint Collection $1,500
In 6 three-ring binders to 2013, some earlies used, incl.
#11-18, few blocks, 1968 on all mint in compl. sets, incl.
min. sheets, panes, etc., value in modern period which is
virtually compl., fine to very fine. Scott $9,500 
................................................................. Est. $2,000/2,500

1962 H r Tibet Early Group of 5 Sheets $140
Consisting of #1, 14b, 15-18, fine to very fine. Scott $1,176
+ (as singles) ................................................. Est. $200/250

1963 H Turkey Mint Collection and
Accumulation $350
On pages in album, and 2 large and 2 small stockbooks, small 
collection mint with sets to 1941, stockbooks from 1865
period on with few earlies used, mostly mint or used early
1900’s on, some overprints mint or used, later period to 1968
virtually all mint, slight dupl., some Turkey in Asia, inspect,
this amount not normally seen, mostly fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $500/750

1964 ) Vatican Postal History $1,000
290 with most items being Ex-Greg Perozzi, nice quality
throughout with many attractive and interesting frankings
and uses, a rare opportunity to acquire a strong stock in this
area with a marked retail of $10, 1 50, generally fine to very
fine .......................................................... Est. $1,400/1,600

1965 H
HH Vatican Intact Collection to 2000 $500

In 2 Scott Specialties in mounts, complete except #35-40,
earlies l.h., later incl. all Airs n.h., incl. booklets, fine to very
fine ............................................................. Est. $750/1,000

1966 H
HH Vatican Collection in Two Albums $200

Many hundreds from 1929 to 2000 mostly mint with modern 
issues n.h. plus few early used, better items incl. mint
#41-46, C16-C17, C18-C19, and C20-C21 (mint and
used), and lots of modern topical issues, generally fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $300/400

1967 Hm) Venezuela 1859/90 Issues 
Specialized Collection Web $3,000
Well researched collection of singles, covers, forgeries,
reprints, scores of cancels, etc. neatly arranged and annotated 
on quadrille pages in Scott album, starts with mint example of 
1854 Bejuma provisional and continues through the 1880
Bolivar issue, replete with mint, used, cancels, varieties incl
shades and bisects, covers, multiples, etc., usual mixed
condition but much better than most, few items removed
from collection, generally F-VF, an excellent collection well
worth careful viewing ............................... Est. $3,500/4,000
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Foreign General Collections

1968 Hm Fascinating Europe Collection 
in 6 Albums $3,500
Thousands from 1840 to 1970’s in large European albums,
with a few Colonies, early issues used, lots of mint issues
(o.g.) in 1930’s on issues, better countries incl. Belgium and
Belgian Congo, G.B., Germany, Italy, Luxembourg,
Netherlands, and Scandinavia with Norway almost
complete, Catalog values to over $600, few early issues with
faults but condition is generally quite nice, worth a close look 
................................................................. Est. $5,000/7,000

1969 Hm 19th & 20th Century Mostly Mint
Assemblage $3,500
In large 40-page stockbook, wealth of better sets and singles
with about 20 countries represented, features Austria with
range of semi-postals incl. #B269-71 n.h., C1-3 blocks n.h.,
C12-31 used, Belgium B544-6 n.h. (2), B547-54 blocks
n.h., B605a n.h. (4), Bulgaria C12-14, Denmark C1-5,
Greece n.h. 472-81, 520-22, 525-34, 549-55, 582-85,
604-17 (2), 2004-24 blocks of four, Iceland 144-5, 147-8,
240-5 and 246-52 (both n.h.), Liechtenstein and Monaco
ranges of n.h. sets, Netherlands 1-3 VF four-margin (used),
11, 12 (2 used), range of mint n.h. sets, Spain 15 and 24 (both 
used), mint 26 (signed), 71, 83, 174a and 678-89 n.h.,
excellent section of Germany with many mint sets pre and
post-war, Semi-postals, some Berlin with 702-21 (3, one set
n.h.) and B16-17 (4) etc., fine to very fine. Scott $49,000+
(Owner’s) ................................................ Est. $4,500/5,500

1970 m Scandinavia Used Dealer Stock $1,500
19 stockbooks all identified and priced retail stock from
classics to modern with dupl., huge retail, fine to very fine, Ex 
Ice Bear Stock ............................................ Est. $2,000/3,000

1971 Hm Scandinavia Dealers Back Stock $1,500
29 stockbooks with thousands of mint and used (lots of n.h.),
the back stock of a dealer with a huge amount of cat. value,
well worth a look, fine to very fine, Ex Ice Bear Stock 
................................................................. Est. $2,000/3,000

1972 H Huge Hoard and Accumulation $800
11 banker boxes filled with ten of thousand of mint and used,
in albums on stockpages, loose in glassines, noted many
better items thorough with France & Colonies, Mexico,
Germany incl. locals and Colonies, huge cat. value and many
items to be found, take time to look at this one, fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,200/1,500

1973 Hm Revenues Collection $700
4 stockbooks with many hundreds sorted by country, mostly
France and Central and South America, worth a look, fine
 ................................................................ Est. $1,200/1,300

1974 Hm Estate Remainders $700
Four banker boxes filled with thousands of mint and used in
collections, on stockpages, stockbooks and glassines, best
being Belgium, Liechtenstein, Scandinavia and South
America, thousands in cat. value, worth a look, generally fine
to very fine ............................................... Est. $1,000/1,500

1975 H
H r Mint Souvenir Sheet Collection $600

N.h., occasional l.h., few hundred in stockbooks, strength in
Korea (cat. $1500+), and Hungary (cat. $1300+), few
unlisted, few better, no dupl., very clean. Scott $9,000+ 
.................................................................... Est. $800/1,000

1976 H 20th Century Complete Sets $500
Mint few hundred on stockpages identified and priced,
consisting of 15 countries, strength in South America,
Lithuania, and Lebanon, mostly cheap sets except Latvia
#135-154 (cat. $203), Lebanon C36 (cat. $225), no dupl.,
fine to very fine. Scott $9,587 ...................... Est. $750/1,000

1977 H r Middle East Large Accumulation
1860’s to 1980’s $400
Mostly mint but some used, 64 page stockbook stuffed with a 
couple thousand with high value items in singles and blocks,
many varieties, errors, imperfs, proofs, specimens, Ottoman
forerunners and 53 commercial and philatelic covers, minor
dupl. and some multiples, incl. Saudi Arabia Hejaz Nejd,
and Kingdom issues, Jordan and Palestine, Lebanon and
Syria, Egypt, Iraq, Qatar and Gulf States, high cat. value,
ideal for specialists and dealers, fine to very fine
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

1978 Hm Scandinavia Collection on Pages Web $400
Hundreds of mint and used running from 1855 to 1950s,
well filled collections from Denmark, Finland, Norway and
Sweden with many better items throughout, great for
expansion, generally fine to very fine .............. Est. $600/700

1979 Hm Baltic States 3 Volume Collection $350
Mounted in Scott Specialties, scattered mint and used earlies
with later Lithuania n.h. to 2005, Semis compl., 1921 Air
mint set, used Memel, Estonia earlies used, later n.h. to
2006, decent Semis, and Airs, and Latvia scattered early
used, later n.h. to 2005 with booklets, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $500/750

1980 Hm Faroe Island and Aland Dealers 
Sales Book $350
Hundred of mint and used on sales pages for the period
1980s to 2000s housing booklets, souvenir sheets, strips,
sheets and Christmas seals with a marked retail of $5340,
tape is enclosed, fine to very fine, Ex Ice Bear Stock 
....................................................................... Est. $500/700

1981 H
H Scandinavian Booklet Stock and More $350

Hundreds of booklet, some strips and panes, most all is n.h.,
and many running that retail over $25 some up to $180, incl.
Denmark, Finland, Iceland, most are full booklet into the
2000s and Book of Aland souvenir sheets, all identified and
priced, huge retail, fine to very fine, Ex Ice Bear Stock 
....................................................................... Est. $500/800

1982 Hm Europe Mint and Used Accumulation $250
Consists of decent Poland with covers, Greece, Austria, on
stockpages, and Germany and Area (with locals) on
stockpages and album, etc., all time periods but mostly 1900
up to 1960’s, generally fine to very fine ........... Est. $400/600

1983 Hm Latin America Collections $250
Mint and used, in albums consisting of fairly full Cuba incl.
Spanish period, Colombia going back to the beginning
mostly used, and Mexico with some earlies used, later mint
or used to 1970, some Airs, fine to very fine .... Est. $400/600
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1984 Hm Mint and Used Remainder Collections $250
In stockbooks, on pages, incl. Italy dupl. mostly mint and
used, Panama, Austria mint and used collection on pages,
China, mint New Caledonia, and Senegal, Germany,
Norway dupl., Spain with classics, and mostly mint San
Marino, mostly fine to very fine ...................... Est. $400/600

1985 Hm Egypt and Iran Accumulation $250
Mint or used in full banker box with stockbooks and on
pages, Iran is one stockbook, Egypt mostly 20th Century
mini collections on pages, also incl. Lebanon mint collection,
mostly fine to very fine .................................... Est. $400/600

1986 Hm Collection Accumulation $200
Two banker boxes with collections and collection remainders 
of mint and used, some better to note, Thailand, Iran, San
Marino and some modern Greece, worth a look, fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $300/400

1987 Hm Middle East Remainder Collections $200
In 2 boxes mint or used with albums of Turkey, Iran, album
of Tunisia, Libya, and Morocco, 2nd box Egypt on pages
and in albums, fine overall .............................. Est. $300/400

1988 Hm Collections in Box $200
Thousands of mint and used in collections, incl. Germany
with States with some better items, Russia and the best being
Belgium with classics used and mint running from about
1946 to 1990, worth a look, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1989 Hm Balance of Estate $200
Few thousand mint and used in albums stockbooks and
envelopes, with some Better Belgium and European area,
fine ................................................................ Est. $300/400

1990 Hm Country Collections $150
Mint or used consisting of Laos, Cambodia with modern
mint and used, dupl. used Thailand, recent Mongolia, Spain
with classics in old Yvert album, 3 somewhat filled Globals,
old Junior International, and a few commercial covers 
....................................................................... Est. $300/500

1991 H Ajman and Fujeira Collections $150
Mostly mint in 7 three-ring binders of Ajman, and 4 of
Fujeira in compl. sets on blank hingeless pages, incl. min.
sheets, etc., excellent for topicals, clean ........... Est. $300/400

1992 Hm Dealers Stock on Cards $150
Thousands of mint and used all sorted and identified on
#102 cards, great for red box dealer as work is done just add
to your inventory, generally fine to very fine. Scott $15,000
(Owner’s) ...................................................... Est. $200/300

1993 Hm Accumulation of Indo-China 
and Vietnam $150
Thousands in sheets and blocks mostly mint incl. some
CTO, huge cat. value with much dupl., generally fine to very
fine, Proceeds benefit the American Philatelic Society 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1994 H
H Accumulation of Souvenir Sheets 

and Booklets $150
N.h., few hundred mostly n.h. European issues incl. some
better Swiss (#B105 o.g.) and Netherlands ... Est. $200/300

1995 H A.M.G. Better Collection $120
On Bush pages mostly mint, both “VG” and “FTT”
overprints, incl. used Commercial Tax, Napoli Sassone
#10ae (cat. €280), and displaced overprint, FTT corner
inscription blocks, Germany with mint Stationery,
inscription blocks, etc., French Zone gutter pairs
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1996 Hm Accumulation on Stockpages $100
19th & 20th Century mint and used accumulation on old
stockpages, incl. French Colonies, Austria, Belgium and
other Western Europe, Eastern Europe etc., generally fine 
....................................................................... Est. $150/250

1997 m European Railway Stamps $70
Accumulation of a few hundred items, many Danish but
other countries as well, fine lot, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $100/150

1998 H
H Balance of Estate $50

Including modern n.h. Israel issues, few earlier booklets and
Interim issues, U.N. collection in Lighthouse album and
modern issues, generally fine to very fine ........ Est. $100/150

Worldwide Collections

1999 H
HHm Dealers Red Box Stock $7,000

33 red boxes of mint (mostly n.h.) and used, with set and
singles mostly in $3 to $20 range all identified and ready for
sale (no Scandinavia), very clean, marked retail $106, 1 85,
tapes are enclosed, fine to very fine, Ex Ice Bear Stock 
............................................................. Est. $10,000/15,000

2000 Hm Worldwide Dealer Stock $5,750
23 sales binders and group of sales cards filled with hundreds
of better mint and used, most of the stock is newer issues and
n.h., this part is all the other countries other that Scandinavia
that were carried by dealer, set up in large binders, three are
many higher priced items but the majority is modern sets,
great dealer stock all set up and ready to go, marked retails
$82, 900, tapes enclosed, fine to very fine, Ex Ice Bear Stock 
............................................................... Est. $8,000/10,000

2001 H Mint B-C Countries on #102 Cards $1,600
Mostly 20th Century on #102 cards in 7 boxes, occasional
used, dupl., many complete sets, mint n.h. to o.g., mostly
clean in alphanumeric order, clean, generally fine to very fine. 
Scott $18,425 ........................................... Est. $1,800/2,000

2002 H
H Huge Hoard of Mint Mostly New Issues $1,500

Thousands and thousands of mostly mint n.h. new issues
running mostly from 1950s to 1980s with a few into 1990s
with dupl., noticed many Europa Issues and collections,
Japan, Korea and many other counties incl. British
Commonwealth, also a couple of sales books with some better 
sets and singles in the $100 plus range, worth a close look,
generally fine to very fine .......................... Est. $2,000/3,000

2003 Hm Large Collection in Albums $1,200
7 Citation albums stuffed with mint and used, we estimate
over 75,000 stamps incl. Asia and China, worth a look,
generally fine to very fine .......................... Est. $1,500/2,000
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2004 H) Worldwide Aerogrammes Collection $1,000
About 10,000 mostly in binders and sleeve, almost every
country represented, mostly unused with some dupl., fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $1,500/2,000

2005 Hm Accumulation of Country Collections $1,000
Thousands of mint and used (mostly mint) on sales cards
running all periods mostly 1940s to 2012 all priced, cataloged 
ready for retail sale or internet, noticed many $50 and up
items throughout, lots of cat. value with tape enclosed,
generally fine to very fine .......................... Est. $1,500/2,000

2006 H
H r Mint Larger Items in 4 Binders $950

Oversized and mostly souvenir sheets, majority 1980’s-90’s
period, n.h. throughout, few large FDC’s, clean, retail
$9400+ ................................................... Est. $1,000/1,300

2007 Hm Mini Collection Hoard $800
12 banker boxes with hundreds mint and used collections,
nothing valuable, most are in the $2 to $50 with some up to
$100, great lot for show dealer or ebay sales as most of the
work is already done, fine ......................... Est. $1,200/1,300

2008 H
HH Huge Hoard of Collections and

Accumulations $700
38 binders incl. stockbooks filled with thousands of mint,
much n.h. with best being, U.N., Russia, topicals incl. ships
and Olympics, worth a look, fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

2009 Hm Large Stock on #102 Cards $700
Thousands of mint and used mostly from the 1940s to 1990s
all worked up on cards and identified by country, most values
to $10, great for red box dealer as the work is done, not a lot of 
dupl., lots of cat. value, worth a look, generally fine to very
fine .......................................................... Est. $1,000/1,500

2010 Hm Country Collections or Accumulations $500
Incl. Solomons mint, Germany sparse in 2 albums, Malayan
States dupl. used stock, mint Ireland with 1st Seahorse set
mint, Greenland compl. except the better overprint set,
Faroes incl. #1 used, Philippines, British West Indies stock,
etc., fine to very fine, some Ex H/S intact older auction lots 
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

2011 m 2 Volume Brown International $500
To 1912 mostly used, albums somewhat tattered, value in
early period with Canada #4, Norway, 2 Penny blacks,
Japan, Canada with mint Tercentenary set, etc., mixed
condition .................................................... Est. $750/1,000

2012 H 20th Century Complete Sets $500
Select better mostly mint sets incl. Austria cat. $1920 (all
n.h.), France cat. $610, Scandinavia cat. $925, Ireland cat.
$1893, Switzerland cat. $990 incl. #226 used Naba sheet,
BIOT 4 n.h. sets cat. $179, and Jugoslavia cat. $1900 incl.
C21 n.h. (2), fine to very fine. Scott $8,400 (Owner’s)
 ................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

2013 H
H New Issue Hoard $500

Thousands in three banker boxes mostly in the late 1960s to
1980s (no China) and mostly n.h., many sorted by country,
others still in the original envelopes that they were purchased, 
nice stock for red box dealer or to break down into county
lots, generally fine to very fine ......................... Est. $700/800

2014 H
H r Souvenir Sheet Stock $400

N.h., thousands in 6 binders and on sales sheets mostly mint
n.h. and identified, running into the 1990s with lots of Japan,
Israel and Germany, better items incl., great retail stock as
the work is mostly done, huge cat. value, generally fine to very 
fine ................................................................ Est. $600/700

2015 Hm Dealer Red Boxes $400
Thousands in 18 red boxes mint and used in glassines,
nothing real expensive but lots of material incl. n.h.,
inspection recommended, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $600/700

2016 Hm Estate Remainders in 4 Boxes $400
Thousands and thousands of mint and used in albums,
stockbooks, glassines, stockpages, sales pages, worth a look,
fine ................................................................ Est. $600/700

2017 m Collection in 1890 European Album $400
Many hundreds majority used incl. some cut squares and
Revenues, incl. some better German Area, Asia and Latin
America, condition is very mixed and album has some pages
missing or cut but still worth a close look ........ Est. $500/700

2018 Hm Estate Remainders $350
Five banker boxes filled with thousand of mint and used
stamps from all time periods in Elbe stockbooks, glassines in
albums, much to be gone thru, worth a look, fine to very fine
appearance .................................................... Est. $400/500

2019 m Worldwide Estate Remainders $300
Thousands mostly used collection remainders and
stockbooks filled from all time periods and some kiloware all
in 5 boxes, great for breakdown into small country lots,
generally fine ................................................. Est. $500/600

2020 Hm Mixture of Mint and Used $300
In 2 boxes, incl. album, on stockpages mostly used, decent
French Colonies on pages, classic used Latin America 
....................................................................... Est. $500/750

2021 H
H Bankers Box of New Issues 

Including China $300
Thousands of mostly modern mint n.h. incl. China, some
PRC, Canada, Israel, Japan, G.B., U.N. and more, worth a
look, generally fine to very fine ....................... Est. $400/500

2022 Hm) Remainders and Accumulation 
in 15 Boxes $300
Thousands of mint and used in banker boxes with all periods
incl. U.S., postage, FDCs, Stationery, 2 boxes of kiloware
and Worldwide on stockpages, nothing expensive but lots of
material, fine .................................................. Est. $400/500

2023 H
H New Issue Stock $300

N.h., huge amount of new issues with many topicals incl.
Israel, Mexico, Viet Nam, South America, Europe and
Commonwealth, much dupl., great for retail or ebay sales,
fine to very fine. Scott $12,000 (Owner’s) ...... Est. $400/600

2024 H
H New Issue Hoard $300

Many thousands mint n.h. sets and singles with heavy dupl.
and much topical countries noticed incl. Indonesia, Korea,
Russia, British Colonies and many other Worldwide, fine to
very fine. Scott $12,000 (Owner’s) ................. Est. $400/600
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2025 H
H New Issues in Box $300

N.h., huge amount of new issues with many topicals incl.
Israel, Mexico, Viet Nam, Poland, Libya, Guinee, Europe
and Commonwealth, much dupl., great for retail or ebay
sales, fine to very fine. Scott $12,000 (Owner’s)
 ...................................................................... Est. $400/600

2026 Hm Large Collection Accumulation $300
Thousands and thousands of mint and used in 14 Scott
Internationals and 4 Globals running from 1840 to 1990s,
nothing rare but a lot different stamps, great lot for fill in,
please inspect, generally fine to very fine ......... Est. $400/500

2027 H Airmail Album and Accumulation $250
Most value in old Scott Airmail 1950’s album mostly mint
with fair amount of complete sets to 1950, balance
accumulation filling a box with U.S., Guatemala 1c proofs,
Vatican mint, etc., mostly fine to very fine ....... Est. $400/600

2028 H
H New Issues in Box $250

Box with thousand of mostly n.h., most are from the 1980s,
mostly Europe and in blocks of 4 or multiples, lots of Canada
face value, generally fine to very fine ............... Est. $400/500

2029 Hm Worldwide Albums $250
19th and early 20th Century mint and used collection in a
1930 Scott International Junior album incl. British, China,
Scandinavia, Europe, nice assortment of sets and singles
throughout, also three other albums containing additional
material, condition varies, careful inspection will prove
rewarding, generally fine ............................... Est. $300/400

2030 Hm Accumulation on Album Pages $250
Large box filled with 19th & 20th Century mint and used on
hundreds of album pages, approval books and more, features
British, Europe, Asia etc., also group of Indian States noted
in an approval book, condition varies, a treasure hunter’s
dream, generally fine ...................................... Est. $300/400

2031 Hm Better Accumulation $200
About 100 items in an envelope with some better to mention,
incl. Greenland mint #11-18 n.h., Germany 585A-593,
593A-599 n.h. blocks of 4 not signed, French Polynesia
C46A mint and French Legion Bear sheet not signed, worth
a look ............................................................. Est. $300/400

2032 H Samoa Mint Collection Web $200
Oldtime collection Commonwealth and German running
from 1877 to 1915, the beginning are identified reprints,
selection of Palms, overprints, #31-38, 51-69, 157-159 and
others, worth a look, generally fine to very fine .. Est. $300/400

2033 Hm Worldwide Accumulation $200
29 albums and stockbooks from all over with thousands of
mint and used noted Australia, New Zealand, Japan,
AMG-FFT and U.S. perfins, needs inspection, generally
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $300/400

2034 H
H Mostly Older “New Issues” $200

In stockbooks, and glassines, with earlier n.h. sets, incl. G.B.
with booklets, Channel Islands, some earlier 3rd Reich
Germany incl. souvenir sheets, Post-war France, etc.,
inspect, fine to very fine .................................. Est. $300/400

2035 H Collector’s Mint Accumulation $200
Incl. better South Africa, scattered later new issues topically
related, Palestine collection starting #2-3 on with many
compl. sets, and modern Palestine Authority, etc., fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $300/400

2036 Hm Four Mint and Used Collections $200
Consisting of Canada mint and used in Harris album, and
Scott Specialties of Austria, Costa Rica from 1st issue, mint
and used, and used Switzerland fairly full to 1980, fine
overall ............................................................ Est. $300/400

2037 Hm Accumulation on Stockpages $200
Hundreds mint and used on stockpages most are topical
nature with an occasional better item, noticed couple of $30
sets and G.B. #1 used, worth a look, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $300/350

2038 Hm Fascinating Oldtime Accumulation $200
Thousands in stockbooks, album pages, old sales books and
in envelopes, majority used strength in Belgium, incl. some
modern mint sets, Germany, Scandinavia, and some British,
fine ................................................................ Est. $300/400

2039 H Estate Accumulation $200
3 banker boxes filled with collections, quite a few sparsely
filled hingeless albums, best being Italy with some 1930s sets
and France with some mint early sets, rest consists mostly of
1960 and 1970 modern issues in albums, worth a look,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $300/400

2040 m Mostly Lower End Used in Glassines $200
Many thousands identified and sorted by country in
glassines in 3 boxes, slight dupl. throughout and nothing
better (except PRC which is a separate lot), does incl. few
later mint sets in 1960’s-70’s period, did we leave anything
else? ............................................................... Est. $300/400

2041 Hm Worldwide Accumulations $200
Many thousands in two large boxes, mint and used, on pages
and in envelopes, nothing rare noted, but much useful and a
great sort, fine to very fine .............................. Est. $300/400

2042 m Old Album $200
Fairly well-filled mostly used collection to 1940s in an
“improved stamp album” arranged by continent, better
countries noted incl. early France, Germany, other Europe,
British Empire with Canada, New Zealand, nice Latin
America, a bit of Hawaii incl. 2¢ blue numeral, condition
varies, generally fine ...................................... Est. $250/350

2043 Hm Estate Balance $180
Thousands of 19th & 20th Century mint and used in albums, 
stockbooks, glassines, stockcards etc., incl. Europe and
misc., should be a few surprises throughout, condition varies, 
generally fine ................................................. Est. $300/400

2044 Hm Collector’s Mint and Used Balance $150
Incl. oldtime Latvia collection, Trinidad & Tobago
collection, mint Cyrenaica sets, 1950’s-60’s Canada pl.
blocks in 2 albums, scattered sets and misc. in glassines, on
old pages, etc., fine overall .............................. Est. $250/350

2045 Hm Accumulation in Box $150
Thousands of mint and used sorted in envelopes, please
inspect, generally fine to very fine ................... Est. $200/300
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2046 m Worldwide Bundleware $150
Thousands of used from 1960s to 1980s mostly from
Australia, New Zealand, G.B., Germany and Malta,
quantities up to 4000+, detailed inventory sheet enclosed,
fine to very fine, Proceeds benefit the American Philatelic Society . 
Scott $67,000 (Owner’s) ................................ Est. $200/300

2047 Hm Interesting Balance of Estate $150
Few thousand incl. some better Canada, n.h. modern British, 
topical sets and Worldwide used on album pages, generally
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $200/300

2048 H) Estate Remainders $150
Bankers box with collections best being mint Niger
collection, John Muir #1245 and 3182j FDC collection of
different cachets, Christmas topical collection, and American 
Bicentennial collection, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

2049 Hm Interesting Balance in Box $150
Incl. some mint Japan from 1970s and best items being a
Revenue collection from Canada, Austria and Mexico, also
Zeppelin cover with Germany #C43, worth a look 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

2050 H Better Mint Selection $130
Incl. Netherlands #C13-14 n.h., U.S. #368 pl. block,
#294-99 mint singles, and a few other mint ... Est. $200/300

2051 H
H Collector’s 2000 and Later 

New Issues $130
N.h., purchased as new issues to be put into collections
(which are in the auction), incl. Scandinavia, G.B. incl.
booklets, few earlier period, tends to be oversized items, few
year sets, etc., clean ........................................ Est. $200/300

2052 Hm Collector’s Balance $130
Incl. 2 vol. hingeless U.N., 1978 to 1981 U.S. in hingeless
album, packet material, also collection of Colombia from
1930’s, small group of new issues and year sets, etc., fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $200/300

2053 m) Collector’s Kiloware, Postage and FDC’s $100
Incl. 2 boxes of FD’s incl. over ½ U.S. covers incl. with State
quarters, one box of offpaper, and one box of U.S. face (some
stuck down) and state ducks (1988-91), and game birds
(1990-91), fine overall ................................... Est. $200/300

2054 Hm Remainders in Box $100
Thousands of mint and used in glassines, loose and etc., who
knows what you will find, please inspect, fine .. Est. $200/300

2055 H) Mint Aerogramme 1940’s to 
1960’s Collection $100
Around 500 mint incl. airletters, few postal card sets, sorted
by country with slight dupl., incl. GVI, QEII items, incl.
more obscure countries, better Korea, Victoria, also U.S. 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

2056 m Estate Remainders $100
Five banker boxes filled with thousands of mostly used on
stockpages, on paper mixtures and U.S. used sorted by
number in quantity, generally fine .................. Est. $150/200

2057 m Used Balance of Estate $100
Few hundred from 1850’s to 1930’s incl. some better 19th
and early 20th Century, fine ........................... Est. $150/200

2058 m Nice Group of Used #1s and More Web $100
5 items #1s incl. Nova Scotia, Newfoundland, Austria,
Western Australia and Cape of Good Hope #2, fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $150/200

2059 H
H Modern Accumulation $100

Many hundreds mostly n.h. incl. booklets and souvenir
sheets, fine to very fine ................................... Est. $150/200

2060 m 4 Boxes of Kiloware/Used Common $50
2 boxes of U.S. mostly sorted by denomination in stockbook,
stockpages, or in small boxes up to fairly recent, 2 boxes of
Foreign on stockpages, in glassines, etc., mostly unsorted,
fine ................................................................ Est. $100/200

2061 Hm Collector’s Balance $10
Mint and used incl. old ledger book, few stockbooks, in
glassines, etc., to 1950’s .................................. Est. $100/150

Topical Collections

2062 H
H Extensive Impressionist Paintings

Collection $2,000
Mainly n.h. in 18 volumes, of famous impressionist
paintings with solid representations of various artists such as
Dali, Delacroix, da Vinci, Gauguin, Goya, Matisse,
Michelangelo, Modigliani, Monet, Picasso, Renoir, Van
Gogh and many others, with virtually all countries
represented, a beautiful collection, must be viewed to be fully
appreciated .............................................. Est. $2,400/2,800

2063 H
HH Mostly 20th Century Intact Collection $1,500

In 25 three-ring binders on hingeless blank pages, many
related to wine/grapes, and paintings, mostly 1960’s-90’s but
some countries to 2008, virtually all in complete sets, with
souvenir sheets, booklets, some countries with earlier classic
and earlier non-topical period, incl. France with imperfs and
trial colors, better P.R.C., Russia incl. 489-509 (2 sets),
Israel #1-6, 10-14 with tabs, very clean collection 
................................................................. Est. $2,500/3,500

2064 H
H Cinema/Movies and Art Collections $800

N.h., in 9 volumes, 5 albums with cinema topic incl famous
movie stars, plus 4 albums with art, book year, etc., a nice
clean collection. ....................................... Est. $1,000/1,200

2065 H Mint Flower Collection to 1981 $350
In 3 Torrens albums virtually complete from 1897, incl.
China with #767-781 (cat. $450), 1540 (cat. $240), incl.
min. sheets, NSW #B2 mint, few earlies used, rarely seen
collection, inventory incl., fine to very fine ...... Est. $500/750

Worldwide Covers

2066 ) Latin American $2,500
735 items with a marked retail of $25, 200, both Central and
South America well represented, all countries are present
incl. Mexico with many scarce items from 1890s to 1950,
strong Uruguay, very nice handpicked lot, generally fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $3,500/4,500

2067 ) British Middle East and Asia $2,000
465 with marked retail $18, 400, various countries from
Aden to Palestine; Ceylon, Malaya and Palestine the best,
many scarce and desirable items, several Ex-Chris Miller
censorship, excellent and valuable lot, generally fine to very
fine .......................................................... Est. $3,000/3,500
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2068 ) French Colonial and Offices $1,800
440 with a marked retail of $18, 300, very nice diverse and
colorful lot with very little post WWII, many attractive
frankings, uses, small towns, censorship, etc., many scarce
items, generally fine to very fine ................ Est. $2,800/3,300

2069 ) Western European $1,700
535 with marked retail $17, 400, variety of countries
represented incl. Greece, Liechtenstein, Portugal, Spain and
Switzerland with the Swiss being the best section, other very
nice items present with many scarce and desirable, fine
addition to a retail stock, generally fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $2,300/2,700

2070 ) African, Asian and Middle Eastern $1,600
530 items with a marked retail of $16, 800, good range of
countries represented (No Fr. Colonies, China, or Japan),
mostly commercial from the first half of the 20th Century,
this would be a nice addition to a dealer’s stock, many clean
and desirable items, generally fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $2,500/3,000

2071 ) British Africa A-N $1,600
479 with marked retail $17, 700, Ascension to Natal, an
extensive valuable lot with good Cape of Good Hope, Egypt,
Gold Coast and Kenya, Uganda, & Tanganyika amongst
other countries, good variety with towns, censorship, rates,
Stationery, etc., generally fine to very fine . Est. $2,500/3,200

2072 ) Eastern European $1,600
535 with a marked retail of $16, 1 00, interesting diverse
group from range of countries with Albania through
Slovakia, most first half of 20th Century with several better
items incl. good Russia, clean and useful lot, generally fine to
very fine ...................................................... Est. $2,400/200

2073 ) British Africa N-Z $1,500
345 with marked retail $14, 450, Nigeria to Zululand,
interesting and valuable group with wonderful variety, many
better, very nice South West Africa, most items WWII and
earlier with good censors, Stationery, destinations, Boer War
and more, generally fine to very fine .......... Est. $2,500/3,000

2074 ) British America A-F $1,500
435 with marked retail $14, 200, Antigua to Falkland
Islands, excellent lot with much Bahamas and Barbados
amongst other countries, wide range of material with many
better and elusive items, generally fine to very fine
 ................................................................ Est. $2,500/3,000

2075 ) British America G-V $1,500
445 with marked retail $14, 600, Grenada to Virgin Islands,
excellent lot with good representation, especially Grenada,
Jamaica and Trinidad & Tobago, fine selection of towns,
censors, Stationery, uses, etc., generally fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $2,500/3,000

2076 ) G.B. and Commonwealth Legal Sized $1,500
370 with marked retail $16, 800, very fine lot with wide
variety of unusual and interesting items, better G.B.,
Bermuda and much more, well worth a look, generally fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $2,500/3,000

2077 ) British Commonwealth $1,300
450 with marked retail $12, 450, miscellaneous countries
with wide variety, some good Newfoundland, Sarawak,
Solomons, run of commercial 1937 Coronation and useful
1935 Silver Jubilees, many items priced several years ago,
generally fine to very fine .......................... Est. $2,000/2,500

2078 ) Scandinavia Stock $1,300
355 with marked retail $12, 975, an excellent selection of
Denmark, Finland, Greenland, Iceland, Norway and
Sweden, fine variety present with many attractive and better
items, very clean, generally fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,700/2,100

2079 ) 800+ Accumulation $1,200
Around 800 sleeved and priced with marked retail over
$15,000, U.S. and Worldwide from all over the globe, mostly 
older commercial mail with registered, Airs, Stationery,
FDC’s and other uses, fine to very fine ..... Est. $1,500/1,800

2080 ) Miscellaneous Group of 460 $1,000
Marked retail $12,260, nice lot grouped by themes to incl.
diplomatic mail, hand drawn covers, Worldwide IRC’s,
maximum cards, mourning covers, Official Seals, Postage
Dues and more, generally fine to very fine  Est. $1,500/1,700

2081 ) Rhodesia Area $1,000
225 with marked retail $9500, mix of Rhodesia plus North
and South, Nyasaland, Rhodesia - Nyasaland Prot.,
excellent variety, much Southern Rhodesia with excellent
Stationery, better censors, rates, towns, etc. 
................................................................. Est. $1,500/1,900

2082 ) British Oceania $900
200 with marked retail $8925, modest lot ranging from
Christmas Island to Solomon Islands, useful Fiji, many rates, 
destinations, censors, etc., several better items, generally fine
to very fine ............................................... Est. $1,400/1,600

2083 ) Benelux Group of 320 $900
Marked retail $9,075, Belgium, Luxembourg and the
Netherlands are present with a good variety of items, rates,
uses, advertising, destinations, etc., tough to find in this
country, generally fine to very fine ............ Est. $1,200/1,300

2084 ) Cyprus, Gibraltar and Malta $800
195 with marked retail $8400, nice varied lot, censorship,
rates, destinations, Stationery, several better, generally fine to 
very fine ................................................... Est. $1,300/1,600

2085 ) Indian Area $700
250 with marked retail $6, 825, Bahrain, Burma, India &
States, Nepal & Pakistan, useful lot of this growing in
popularity area, most WWII and earlier, generally fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $1,200/1,300

2086 ) Lot of 800+ 19th & 20th Century $600
Covers and postal cards, mixture, most sleeved and arranged
by area, countries incl. Australia; New Zealand; Canada;
Eastern Europe; Finland, Norway, Sweden; France
Community; Germany & Colonies; Commonwealth; Italy
& Colonies; Japan, condition varies but most fine to very
fine, retail values range from $5 to $20 with a number of
better values noted, fine overall ................ Est. $1,000/1,500
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2087 ) British Commonwealth and
Worldwide Flights $500
149 items with a marked retail of $5450, mostly pre WWII,
mainly British area but some U.S. and Worldwide, good
variety with several better present, fine to very fine
appearance .................................................... Est. $800/900

2088 ) Worldwide Legal Sized $500
165 with marked retail $6000+, interesting and varied
group of mostly older material with strength in Japan, many
unusual uses, scarcer items, fine to very fine . Est. $800/1,000

2089 ) FDC Collection $500
Two bankers boxes with thousands, many older from
1940s-50s incl. Commonwealth, Italy, AMG, Iceland,
Australia and many others, please inspect, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $700/800

2090 ) Better U.S. and Worldwide $400
A small group of 40 premium, note Papal States stampless,
Special Delivery, Streetcar, Parcel Posts, Special Delivery
cards, third and fourth class Postage Due, coil usages, and
two Special Handling among others, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

2091 ) Better Flight Group Web $400
About 80, with U.S. but value in the Foreign incl. crash,
Colombian Consular, Eickner signed Zeppelins, Thor
Solberg on postcard, Belgium and Austria flights, 1928 G.B. 
“flying boat”, DO-X, German-Russia October 1933
catapult, etc., clean overall, inspect ................. Est. $600/800

2092 ) Collectors Accumulation $400
Thousands in 3 banker boxes, many better throughout, must
inspect, found AEF, Silver Wedding FDCs, Hong Kong,
China, better Canada, Canal Zone, many FDCs, modern,
commercial mail, take time to inspect this one, fine 
....................................................................... Est. $600/700

2093 ) Mostly British Commonwealth Group $350
About 350 total most from 1940s, better than normally seen
with many better items throughout incl. censors, Postage
Dues, almost all commercial mail with many from more
exotic countries, please inspect, fine ............... Est. $500/750

2094 ) Better Lot With U.S. $350
450+ select pieces incl. much unusual and better material,
values up to $50+ incl. polar, classics, Military, fancy,
Tokyo Bay, subs, WWII, Dues, censored, Airs, patriotics,
unusual uses, British Colonies, Asia and much more, worth a
close look ....................................................... Est. $500/750

2095 ) Miscellaneous Asia $350
Interesting accumulation of a few hundred, some ephemera
and stamps, much China and Japan, several better items,
especially China, but condition quite mixed, examine 
....................................................................... Est. $500/700

2096 ) Worldwide With U.S. $350
Several 100 miscellaneous, many better, with wide variety, no 
Asia, condition quite mixed, please examine ... Est. $500/700

2097 ) U.S. and Worldwide Unpicked Group $350
Hundreds in 2 boxes from collector, 1st box about ½ full
with postcards, rest mostly 1930’s to 1950’s commercial,
mostly U.S. FD’s, CAM’s, etc., C18 on cover, some
Stationery usages, fine overall ........................ Est. $500/750

2098 ) Mostly Turn of Century Group $350
Better group of 26 with 13 France Peace & Commerce
adhesives (incl. Constantinople and 1 with Syria overprint), 2 
Berlin overprints, few flights, etc., about fine .. Est. $400/500

2099 ) Commonwealth Registered Mail
1920s-1940s $325
Correspondence lot of 34 KGV/KGVI items, nearly all
registered and addressed to “S.S. Stromberg Esq. Oakland
CA”, incl. eight KGV Silver Jubilees also KGV Bahamas (3)
- one is 1918 registered censored, Barbados, Basutoland,
Bechuanaland, Bermuda (3), Ceylon (2) - one is 1919 War
Tax item, Grenada, Malta (3), Montserrat etc., KGVI
Bahamas, Barbados, Bechuanaland, Bermuda, British
Guiana (3), New Zealand with 3¢ Official rate, plus a group
of cover fragments and pieces with Falklands Centenary 3¢
and 6¢ stamps (cat. $125), generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $500/600

2100 ) Worldwide and U.S. $300
Over 1000 carefully vetted group with unusual usages,
Foreign flights, topicals, censored, navals, events, registered, 
ships, and space, all ready to price and sleeve for internet or
retail dealer, worth a look ............................... Est. $400/500

2101 ) Large Accumulation $250
Around 2000 total mostly commercial mail from 1940s to
1980s unpicked with many better incl. Middle East, U.N.
forces and lots of Military, great lot for retail or ebay sales,
please inspect ................................................. Est. $500/700

2102 ) Worldwide Mixed Franked Group $250
25 with various sorts, mainly Special Delivery, note U.S. with 
Canada, China, Europa and South and Central America,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $350/500

2103 ) Better Europe $250
Album with over 150 European mainly 19th Century, little
past WWII, very nice range of useful items, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $350/500

2104 ) Interesting Collector’s Balance Web $200
50+, all over the place with German States, 2 better German
Colonies, 2 Pleskau Stationery usages 1941-42, few G.B.
rockets, U.S. with 3¢ Columbian usage to Germany, few
FD’s, etc., fine to very fine lot ......................... Est. $350/450

2105 ) Collection in Binders $200
63, all were sent to Japan from the early 1900s with many
better items incl. 7 From German South West Africa,
Portugal and a group from Russia in same time period, well
worth a look, fine ............................................ Est. $300/500

2106 ) Foreign Accumulation in Box $200
300, 19th & 20th Century incl. Naples, Italy 1829 stampless,
semi printed inside, wine sale, Russia WWI, 1900 Egypt
foldout photo views, Romania, Europe, Asia, Netherlands
registered to U.S. 1937, Columbia local, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400
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2107 ) British Commonwealth Accumulation $200
Incl. G.B., Fiji 1944 censored, Ireland 1940’s 5/- on small
box, Haifa Palestine 1942 postal order card sheet, modern
India Express to U.S. hi-values, 1941 Mauritius registered,
1880’s Cabinet photo of 1850’s, Mauritius imperfs 2d used
plated, 1977 Pitcairn Island order sheet, attractive cover with 
letter from Buckingham Palace, 1906 from Edward VII’s
courtier to a drama company that had put on a play for him at
the palace, and more, fine ............................... Est. $300/400

2108 ) Collectors Accumulation in Box $200
Few hundred in a banker box, mostly commercial mail with
some FDCs, many better items to be found, take time with
this one, generally fine to very fine .................. Est. $300/400

2109 ) Accumulation in Box $200
Hundreds in bankers box with mostly commercial mail,
great lot for retail or internet sales, better than normal, also
incl. some ephemera, please inspect, generally fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $300/400

2110 ) Huge Accumulation in Banker Boxes $200
Three bankers boxes with thousands of mostly commercial
with some better originations, noticed some better early
mixed throughout but mostly from 1970s to 1990s, well
worth a look as better items will be found, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $300/500

2111 ) FDC Collector’s Accumulation $200
Thousands in three banker boxes running mostly from 1970s 
to 1990s, noticed nice group of Hong Kong from late 1960s
and early 1970s, worth a look, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $300/350

2112 ) Collector’s Accumulation $200
Couple hundred U.S. and Foreign with some APOs,
V-Mail, WWI, modern Zeppelin photos/cards, sparse
stockbook of Finland and 26 postcards of Turkey Offices,
fine ................................................................ Est. $250/350

2113 ) German and Austria Collection $150
150 to 200 Marine/Naval unit Feldpost cards, all genuinely
used with a plethora of markings, please inspect, generally
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $250/350

2114 ) Accumulation in Box $150
Few hundred Swiss and other modern era with FDCs,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $200/250

2115 ) Accumulation With FDCs $150
Three bankers boxes with thousands many Australia FDCs,
also noticed some better commercial mail incl. China,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $200/300

2116 ) Lufthansa First Flights $150
Collection of about 1000 flights to and from all parts of the
world from 1950’s to 1980’s, fine to very fine .. Est. $200/300

2117 ) United Europe Postmarks $150
Few hundred Western Europe with cancels related to
Europa and United Europe, desirable and seldom seen,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $200/300

2118 ) Covers and Stationery $100
One box mostly mint U.S. mostly Stationery and postal
cards, 2nd box U.S. and Foreign commercial covers (mostly
earlier) and few China and U.S. FD’s, inspect  Est. $200/300

2119 ) Collector’s ½ Box Full of Commercial $100
U.S. and Foreign, mostly 1950’s to fairly recent but few
earlier, mixed condition ................................. Est. $200/300

2120 ) Foreign Accumulation $100
Around 2000 commercial incl. slogan, pictorial cancels,
meters, Postal Stationery, etc., fine to very fine, Proceeds
benefit the American Philatelic Society ................ Est. $150/200

2121 ) Accumulation in 2 Bankers Boxes $100
Couple thousand about ½ Worldwide commercial, the rest
FDCs mostly from U.S., $1 box material, please inspect,
generally fine ................................................. Est. $150/200

2122 ) Accumulation With U.S. $90
About 150+ in a box with some better incl. FDCs of Iceland, 
U.S. with flight incl. some Macon and pilot signed, worth a
look ............................................................... Est. $120/150

2123 ) U.S. and Worldwide Stationery 
and FDC’s $50
2 boxes with U.S. modern mint Stationery, postal cards and
FD’s, Foreign modern FD’s mostly wine related 
....................................................................... Est. $100/200

2124 ) Small Group $10
Incl. few G.B. FD’s but also earlier Germany incl. 1948
Dachau POW card, 1774 stampless, 1916 G.B. to Cuba,
etc., fine ........................................................... Est. $80/100

Literature

See Lot 1812

2125 L Asian Library $150
33 volumes incl. Ma’s China, Chan’s China, SG China
(2ed), Yang China (2 edition), some Korea, and Japan books 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

2126 L U.S. Accumulation $100
2 bankers boxes with some better books incl., Dietz,
Skinner/Eno, Helbock I-VIII (no IV), Weiss Civil War
Patriotics and others ...................................... Est. $150/200

2127 L Worldwide Accumulation of Books $90
Noted Falkland Islands Cancellations by Andrews, The
Postal History and stamps of St. Helena by Edward
Hibbert, Local Post of China by Rosenberg and Canal Zone
Postage stamps, many others, please inspect ... Est. $150/200

2128 L Ashbrook Special Services $70
Complete photocopy in two binders ............... Est. $100/150

2129 Supplies: U.S. Lindner Hingeless
Albums 1847-2014 $100
12 albums in total most binders in good shape, pages are
clean, Proceeds benefit the American Philatelic Society 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

End of Sale - Thank You
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